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ABSTRACT
This dissertation focuses on caching in distributed file systems, where the per
formance is constrained by expensive server accesses. This lias led to the evolution
of cooperative caching, an innovative technique which effectively utilizes the client
memories in a flistributed file system to reduce the impact of server accesses. This
is achieved by adding another layer to the storage hierarchy called the cooperative,
aichp. allowing clients to acce.ss and store file blocks in the caches of other clients.
The major contribution of this di.ssertation is to show that a cooperative caching
system that relies on local hints to manage the cooperative cache performs better
than a more tightly coordinated fact-based syst-'m. To evaluate the perfornaance
of hint-based cooperative caching, trace-driven sinuilations are used to show that
the hit ratios to the different layers of the storage hierarchy are as good as those of
the existing tightly-coordinated algorithms, but with significantly reduced overhead.
Following this, a prototype was implemented on a cluster of Linux machines, where
the use of hints reduced the average block access time to almost half that of NFS.
antl incurred minimal overhead.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Distributed File Systems and Caching

Technology trends of the past two docarles has led to the evolution of distributed
systems as a key computing paradigm. Low-cost microcomputers now {provide the
computing power for a vast range of applications and have replaced the need for a
centralized mainframe-based computing environment in organizations. In tandem,
local area networking has also evolved to provide high-bandwidth connections be
tween individual coniputers[Forum93. A.\'SI87. Metcalfe76]. This has led to the
development of distributed systems where many computers share resources and .ser
vices over a network.
W hile distributed .systems provide advantages over a collection of isolated mi
crocomputers. they also introduce new challenging issues[Tannenbaum96]. For o.\ample. while distributed systems allow incremental growth by simply adding a new
computer to the network, the presence of this computer can saturate the services
provided by the distributed system and lead to poor performance.
.A key service provided by a distributed system is that of files. The file service is
typically provided by a process or a thread pool which runs on a niachine known as
the sfirvtr. A distril)uted system may have one or several servers which serve a set of
files to the other machines in the system. The remaining machines, or clients, use a
predetermined protocol such as XFS[Sandberg85| to acce.ss the file service provided
by the servers.
The principal challenge in designing a distributed file system is to achieve high
performance with minimal overhead. Clients should be able to access their files as
fast as possible and the average time to acce.ss a file block, or average block acce.s.'i
time, should be minimized. At the same time, the work done by the distributed
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system for providing file service, or overhead, should be kept low. as high overheads
can swamp the network and disrupt client activity.

:/

Client !
Cache |

Clients

Client
Cache

1
j

!

Client
Cache

Access
Server
Cache

' Server
Cache

' ^
Access Disk

Figure 1.1: Caching in Distributed File Systems. This figure shows the storage
hierarchy in distributed file systems. Whenever a client needs to access a block, the
client first looks in the client cache, in its local memory or disk. For the purpose of this
dissertation, we assume that the trlient cache is in memory becausc file access to memory
is several times fiister than that to disk. If the lookup fails, the client forwards the block
reeiuest to the server. The server performs a lookup in the .sense?" cache and in ciise of
failure, forwards the block request to its disk subsystem.

Caching is one of the principal niochaiiisnis of achieving this goal[Sniilh82.
Leach83. SandbergSo. PopekSo. SchroeclerSo. BachST. HowardSS. Xelson93|. The
use of caches creates a storage hierarchy on top of the file service to filter out acces-ses to the slower layers of the hierarchy. As .seen in Figure 1.1. the topmost layer
in the hierarchy is the client cache which resides in the local memory or disk of each
client. For the purpose of this dissertation, we a.ssume that the client cache is in
incinory bccause file acco.ss to inoniory is several times faster tluin that to disk. .A.
client s file access that hits in its cache avoids the cost of connnunicating over the
network to a server. Otherwise, the client forwards the request to the appropriate
server. The server then checks for the block in the server cache, where a hit prevents
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an expensive disk access. A simulation using the traces of the BSD L'XIX operat
ing systeni[Ousterliout85. Xelson93] revealed tliat cheiit caches can greatly reduce
server accesses.

1.2

The Server Bottleneck

Although client caches are effective at filtering out server accesses, the [)erforrnance
of a distributed file system is often limited by the poor hit rate on the server
cache[Dahlin94]. The server caclie's poor hit rate increases the number of disk
accesses, which are an order of magnitude slower than server cache accesses. As
a result, the average time to acce.ss a file block increases due to expensive disk
accesses, limiting performance evpii though the hit rate to the local client cache
might be as iiigh as 809c[Dahlin94|.

Past studies have also shown that despite

client caching, the .server is the principal bottleneck for distributed file .system
performance[LazowskaS6. SatyanarayananSo]. A recent study points out that such
a phenomenon has been observed even when the server is lightly loaded[Riedel96|.
There are two principal reasons for this poor hit rate on the .server cache: capacity
and locality. First, as the number of clients increases, the number of accesses to the
server increases proportionately. However, if the server cache is fixed in size, it
will not have the capacity to filter out the increasing tuuuber of server accesses.
Second, hits to the local client caches take advantage of locality in file references.
Con.sequently. server accesses have very poor locality.
One po.ssible way to iruprove the server cache's poor hit rate is to add more
memory to the .server. However, studies have shown that not only is it nuich less
expensive to distribute this memory over all the clients, but the average block ac
cess time improves by .33% if the added memory is moved from the server to the
clients[Dahlin94]. This is mainly because the amount of memory needed to offset the
locality and capacity constraints in a server cache is prohibitively large and ref[uires
expensive DRAM technology.

1.3

Technology Trends

Tho {X'rfonnaiice problems in a distrihiitPfl file system are rooted in the disparity
in performance between the different layers of the storage hierarchy; disk accesses are
an order of inagnitnde slower than server cache accesses. Trends in the development
of processors, networks and storage can indicate whether or not this problem will
get worse and point to pjossible solutions.
The rates of improvement in network, memory and disk performance are a rea
sonable indicator of future trends in the relative performance between networks,
memory and storage. However, it is (liffic\ilt to predict improvements l)eca\ise of
uncertainty in the adoption of new standards as well as the effect of business cy
cles. The interesting statistic is the growth in performance of networks and mem
ory compared to disks.

While network performance grew by 25-45% annually in

the past three years primarily due to the introduction of Fast Ethernet, it is e.\pected to grow even faster as Gigabit Ethernet and Fibre Channel start becom
ing more popular[Pcterson96j. A similar trend can be seen in memory speeds and
bandwidth[Henessey96]. In contrast, disk performance rose at 10-•20% ainiually from
IC ms in 1991 to 8 ms today[Dalilin95|. Furthermore, storage re.searcli is focused
more on capacity rather than on latency[Henessey9G]. To {)ut this into [)erspective
with tlie problems in distributed file systems, disk accesses are going to be even
more expensive relative to server and client cache accesses and will increasingly
dominate the average block access time. Therefore any proposed solution to the
server bottleneck in distributed file .systems nuist reduce server acce.sses.

1.4

Cooperative Caching

The goal of this research is to improve the performance of distributed file systems
by reducing the impact of the server cache's poor hit rate. This is achieved by adding
another layer to the storage hierarchy, positioned between the local client cache and
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the server. This layer resides in the memories of all clients and is known as the
cooperativfi carJiP.. The technique of cooperative cachimj allows clients to access and
store file blocks in the caches of other clients, so that local cache misses can be
satisfied without accessing the server. If the hit rate to the remote client caches is
high, the number of server accesses will be reduced and {)erformance improved.
Incorporating the cooperative cache in a storage hierarchy is challenging because
the issues concerning cooperative caching go beyond tlio.se for the other layers in
the storage hierarchy:
• Coordination. The cooperative cache is distributed among nuiltiple clients,
which implies that cooperative caching operations could require coordination
between these clients.
• Overhead. The overhead of coordinating the cooperative cache should be min
imized .so as not to saturate the network or disrupt client activity.
• Resource Sharing. .\s the cooperative cache and local client caches share
the same physical memory in the clients, there should be a resource-sharing
mechanism to ensure that the performance of the local cache is not be affected
by the cooperative cache.

1.5

Contributions

The major contribution of this dissertation is to show that the use of imprecise
local information {hints) to maiuige the cooperative cache perforins better than a
more tightly-coordinated .system with precise global state {facts). The intuition is
simple: hints are less expensive to maintain than facts, and as long as hints are
highly accurate, they will improve performance. However, inaccurate hints increase
overhead and degrade performance, negating the benefits of a hint-based approach.
Thus the key challenge in designing a hint-based system is to ensure that the hints
are highly accurate.
This dissertation describes a cooperative caching system that uses hints instead
of facts whenever possible:
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• Hints are used to locate blocks in the client caches, and maintained to achieve
both liigh accuracy' anrl low overhead.
• Hints are also used to replace accurately the least valuable blocks in the client
caches without incurring high overhead.
• The server memory is used in an innovative way to augment the use of hints.
To evaluate the performance of hint-based cooperative caching, trace-driven sim
ulations are used to compare the hint-based algorithm with e.xisting and ideal algo
rithms. Then, a prototype file system was implemented using hint-based coopera
tive caching on a cluster of Linu.x machines, and the prototype's performance was
measured with actual user activity over one week. The results distinguished the
hint-based algorithm from its tightly-coordinated fact-based peers:
• Siuudations show that the average block access times of the hint-based algo
rithm are the same as those of the e.xisting and ideal algorithms.
• Simulations al.so reveal that the manager load in the hint-based algorithm is
lower by as much as 30 times when compared to that in the existing algorithms.
• Measurements of the prototype showed that the average block access time was
almost half that of .\FS.
• Measurements also indicated that the average and maximum overhead rate of
cooperative caching was negligible (< 7.o%) compared to the available band
width of a 10 Mbps Ethernet network.
• Finally, hint accuracy was high (> 989c) both in tiie simulations and the
prototype.

1.6

Overview of the Dissertation

Cooperative caching is a relatively new concept and differs from traditional forms of
caching. The dissertation begins with an introduction to the components of cooper-
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ativp caching, the issues unique to cooperative caching and a discussion of the availal)le approaches. To evahiate the hint-l)ased algorithm, existing fact-based and ideal
algorithms are elaborated next. Then the hint-based algorithm is described along
with a detailed discussion of how hints are used in cooperative caching. To evaluate
the algorithm, simulations compare its performance and overhead with existing anrl
ideal algorithms. This is followed by the details of the prototype implementation as
well as the subsequent measurements of the prototype. The di.ssertation ends with
conclusions on hint-based cooperative caching.
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CHAPTER 2
COOPERATIVE CACHING
This chaptcr deals with cooperative caching in greater detail. The first section
defines the principal components of cooperative caching.

Following this, the is

sues specific to cooperative caching are di.scussed along with a sununary of po.ssihle
approaches to each issue.

2.1

Definitions

C1
im

C2
Local Blocks

Cn
Global Blocks

Figure 2.1: The Cooperative Cache in Client Memories. The cooperative cache
is the layer of the storage hierarchy positioned between the local client caches and the
server. The introduction of a new layer in the storage hierarchy introduces two types of
blocks in a client's cache: (i) local blocks, which are those being acc:e.ssed by the client
itself; (ii) (jlohal blocks, which are stored in the client's memory by other clients. .A.s seen
above, the local and global blocks share the c:lient memories in CI -. C ti and the ratio of
these two types of blocks varies from client to client. For example, the fraction of local
blocks in the cache of an active client like CI is larger than that in an idle client like C2.

Dahlin defines cooperative caching as a technique to "improve file .system per
formance and scalability by coordinating the contents of client caches and allowing
requests not satisfied by a client's local in-niemory cache to be satisfied by the cache
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of another client"[DahhnOo].
The cooperative cache is the layer of the storage hierarchy positioned between
the client cache and the server. Cooperative caching is a technique that allows a
client to access the caches of other clients when the client misses a block in its
cache. Thus, cooperative caching allows clients to use effectively the entirety of the
client memories in the distributed file system. Coo[)erative caching is equivalent in
concept to the Global Memory Service[Feeley9o]. though it is specific to distributed
file systems.
The introduction of a new layer in the storage hierarchy introduces two types of
blocks in the client caches. The first type of blocks in a client's cache are the local
blocks, which arc those being accessed by the client its(4f. The remaining blocks in
a client's cache are stored in the client's memory by other clients and are referred
to as global blocks. Thus, a local block in a client's cache becomes a global block
when the block is forwarded to the cooperative cache on another client. Similarly,
a global block in a client's cache becomes a local block if the client starts accessing
the block. The ratio of local and global blocks in a client's cache is determined by
the activity level of a client. The caches of active clients have a large fraction of
local cache blocks because the clients access most of their memory. In contrast, the
caches of idle clients are underused and therefore contain a larger fraction of global
cache blocks.

2.2

Components

Cooperative caching involves three logical entities: dinits. servers, and jnamigcrs.
.•\s described in Chapter 1.1. clients access file blocks stored on the servers. Servers
do not maintain the state of the distributed file system: this role is reserved for
managers. Thus, clients do not access the server to acce.ss the state of the distributed
file .system, reducing the server load as a result. However, this also means that servers
are not aware of the contents of the client caches.
The presence of managers is necessitated by the distributed nature of the cooper
ative cache. The role of managers in cooperative caching is to maintain distributed
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file system state: clients access this state to locate blocks in and replace blocks from
the cooperative caclie. The role of managers varies among cooperative caching algo
rithms and serves iis a major distinction between thern. For example, a manager in
.\'-chance[Dalilin94| has a very limited role in replacing blocks from the client caches
compared to a manager in GMS[Feeley95]. There is no restriction on the number
of managers in a cooperative cacliing system. .A. manager is likely to be an appli
cation daemon running on a machine in the distributed file .system. .A. schematic of
cooperative caching is shown in Figure 2.2.
Client

tfanagrex^Exchange ,
•• State

Clicni
Cache

Global
State

Access

Cooperative

r Cache

Client
Cache

Client
Cache

I
|

Client
Cache

"X"
other clients
Accfss

Cooperative Cache

Serz'er
^ I Caclic

Server
Cache

j

/Accvss Disk

Figure 2.2: Framework of Cooperative Caching. This figure .shows the framework
of cooperative caching. Cooperative caching consists of clients, manayer.s aiui servers.
Clients access file blocks stored on the servers. Managers help coordinate the cooperative
cache and maintain global state. Clients exchange state with the managers to update the
global state. On a local miss on a file block, the clients use the state information to access
the missing block from the caches of other clients. If the block is not found in the client
caches, the client accesses the server.
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2.3

Issues

The issues concerning the cooperative cache go beyond those for the other layers
in the storage hierarchy because the cooperative cache is distributed over nuilriple
clients:
• Coordination. The distributed nature of the cooperative cachc means that the
state of the cooperative cache is not confined to a single client and any oper
ation on the cooperative cache could potentially require coordination among
clients. The local atata of a client in cooperative caching refers to the state of
the blocks in the client's cache. .A.n operation on the cooperative cache is said
to be globally optimal if the operation takes the best possible decision based
on the local states of all the clients in the distributed file system. Therefore,
a client cannot invoke an operation on the cooperative cache [)urely based on
its own local state and expect the operation to approximate the globally op
timal. In fact, various studies have shown that cooperative cache operations
based solely on local state can seriously hurt performance[Dahlin94. FeeleyOo.
SarkarDG]. emphasizing the need for coordination among clients.
• Overhead. The performance of a cooperative caching system depends on the
level of coordination required to manage the cooperative cache. Coordinating
the cooperative cache incurs the overhead of exchanging information between
clients and managers. It is important to minimize this overhead as otherwise
it may negate the benefits of cooperative caching. This underlines the im
portance of efficient cooperative caching by ensuring high hit ratios to the
cooperative caclie without incurring significant overhead. Feeley et al. also
outline the need for efficiency in cooperative caching[Feeley96|.
• Resource Sharing. The local and global blocks shares the client memories, im
plying the need for a resource sharing protocol. The ratio of local and global
caclie blocks in a client's cache nmst be maintained such that the cooperative
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cache does not affect performance adversely. For example, too large a coop
erative cache can tend to reduce the hit ratios to the local caches of clients,
which is the fastest layer in the storage hierarchy.
These issues arise when one considers the management operations for the co
operative cache. Each layer in a memory or storage hierarchy must support man
agement operations for resource allocation and deallocation. The.se management
operations also move data between the layers of the hierarchy for reasons of per
formance or consistency. In file systems, data is usually transferred in fi.xed size
segments called blocks, though there are exceptions as in .-\FS where the \uiit of
transfer is files[Howard88].

2.4
2.4.1

Cache Access
Access Policy

The first operation in caching is the access policy which decides when and how a
layer fetches blocks from a lower layer in a hierarchy. The first part of an access
policy is to decide when to fetch the block from the lower layer. .A. common method
is demand paguuj in which a fetch is initiated from the lower layer wheni a client
wants to access a block which is not present in its cache. The disadvantage of this
method is that it incurs the full latency of retrieving a block from the lower layer.
This problem is solved by adding pirJctchuKj. which brings blocks into a caching
layer in anticipation of an access in the near future.
Prefetching introduces two issues into caciie management. First, prefetching is
speculative as it must be able to predict future accesses with enough {)recision to
improve performance. Second, prefetching must integrate well with replacement
policies so that prefetched blocks do not replace valuable blocks from the cache.
These two issues have been well studied in literature and practice[.\IcKusick8-4.
Kotz91. Griffioen94, PattersonOo, Cao95]. Current prefetching techniques do not
take cooperative caching into account, though researchers are beginning to address
this issue[\belker98].
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2.4.2
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Figure 2.3: Locating Blocks in the Client Caches. This figure shows two possible
approaches for locating blocks in the client caches. Part (a) shows the xnanaijcx-cantric
approach, where a client contacts a manager on a local cache niiss. The manager consults
its lookup table and forwards the block reciuest to the client caching the block. This
client provides the block to the requesting client. Part (b) shows the hint-b;used approach,
where on a local cache miss, a client consults its hint table and directly contacts the client
caching the block. This client provides the block to the requesting client, avoiding the
overhead of contacting the manager. Of course, the succress of the hint-biused approach
depends on the accuracy of hints.

The spcoricl part of tiie access policy requires locating a rni.ssing block from the
lower levels of the storage hierarchy. In traditional forms of caching, locating and
retrieving a block is trivial as tlie block is confined to the server. However, this is
not the ca.se in cooperative caching as the block could be anywhere in the client
caches and a lookup decision would require information about the contents of the
client caches.
E.xisting block lookup strategies use a collection of managers to keep track of
which blocks are present in the client caches, as shown in Figure 2.3(a). To ensure
that managers have up-to-date block location information, all block movement in
and out of the client caches nmst be reported to the managers.

Each manager

is responsible for managing the location information for a distinct subset of the
file system's blocks. A client performs a block lookup by sending a reciuest to the
manager for the block. The manager forwards this block request to a client caching
the block, if one e.xists. or to the server otherwise.

Following this, the block is

provided to the client from the appropriate source.
The advantage of this strategy is that a block lookup is aci-uratr and always
returns the correct location of the block in the client caches. The disadvantage is
the high overhead which slows down cache accesses. .\'ot only nuist clients contact a
manager on every block lookup, the movement of all blocks in and out of the client
caches must be reported to the managers. This strategy aLso greatly increases the
manager load when the working set size of client applications starts to approach
the size of the client memories. Under such a condition, blocks move rapidly in and
out of the client caches, resulting in frequent communication with the inanagcT and
greatly increasing manager load.
The alternative strategy, seen in Figure 2.3(b). trades off accuracy for minimizing
overhead. The clients maintain their own block location hints and do their own
block lookup, avoiding the overhead of contacting a manager. However, if a block
location hint is incorrect, then the client will have to perform e.xtra accesses in
order to retrieve the block from the storage hierarchy, negating the advantage of not
contacting the manager. The key to making this strategy work is to maintain liighly
accurate block location hints and to provide a mechanism to deal with inaccurate
hints.
2.4.3

Placement

A secondary management policy related to block lookup is placement, or where to
place the fetched block in a layer. This is not an issue in the local client cache, as
fetched blocks are put in random-access memories where placement is inmiaterial.
However, the placement problem is a matter of study in those layers of a hierarchy
where access to data is not uniform within a layer. For e.xample. if the clients in
a distributed file system were to be placed in a non-uniform network where there
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was a significant variation in average block access time depending on the location
of a client, then placement of blocks in the client caches would become an issue.
However for the purpose of this dissertation, the average block access times of the
clients in a distributed file system are a.ssimied to be uniform with little variation.

2.5
2.5.1

Replacement Policy
Local Cache

Another important management operation on the cooperative cache is that of re
placement. which determines the order in which blocks are removed from the client
caches. The replacement policy decides which block to discard from a layer to make
room for a block fetc-hed into the layer.

replacement policy is invoked w I umi a

block is fetched into a layer that is full.
The principal goal of a replacement policy is to minimize the average block
access time. This means that an optimal replacement policy nuist keep blocks that
are accessed soon and remove those that are acce.ssed in the distant future[BeladyG6].
.More precisely, the goal of an optimal replacement policy is to replace the block that
is acce.s.sed the most distant in the future. However, in a practical system, it is not
possible to know the future pattern of block accesses and hence any algorithm can
at best try to appro.ximate the optimal.
The LRU (least recently used) algorithm is the most common basis for [)ractical
replacement policies. The algorithm is based on the heuristic that blocks that are
accessed furthest in the past are also those that are acce.ssed the most distant in the
future. This algorithm provides rca.sonable performance over a wide variety of ap
plications. Less common algorithms include frequency counting algorithms such as
LFL and MFU. which replace the least and most frequently used block respectively.
However, these algorithms do not appro.ximate the optimal very wcll[Silberschatz95].
.Another practical consideration in designing a replacement policy is overhead.
The overhead of replacing a block must not negate the benefits attained. Thus,
while many algorithms reasonably appro.ximate the optimal policy, their overheads
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are high and they are rarely irnplernented. For example, tlie LRU algorithm is very
expensive to implement witliout the presence of hardware coiuiters. As a result,
practical algorithms tend to approximate the LRU algorithm itself. An example of
this type of algorithm is Global Clock[Easton79]. which organizes the blocks in a
cache into a circular list. The algorithm use-, a single reference bit per block and
traverses through the list of blocks like a clock hand, inspecting a block at every
turn. .A block that has been referenced since the last inspection is made a candidate
for replacement by clearing the reference bit for the block. .A block that has not
been referenced since the last inspection is evicted from the cache.
2.5.2

Cooperative Cache

Cooperative caching adds a new dimension to replacement policies because the coop
erative cache is distributed over all the client machines. While practical algorithms
like Global Clock are able to achieve a second order approximation of the optimal re
placement policy, the distributed nature of the cooperative cache makes the problem
of devising an algorithm with the same degree of appro.ximation very challenging.
The cooperative cache replacement policy determines the order in which blocks
are removed from the client caches. The replacement policy is activated when a
client decides to replace a block from its cache. Thus, in contrast to traditional
caching, multiple replacement decisions can go on in parallel in different clients. The
implication is that the overhead of a replacement decision must be low as otherwise
the network can be swamped with the overhead of concurrent replacement me.ssages.
In general, a replacement policy tries to value a block using measures such as
age(LRL) or frequency(LFU) with respect to other blocks in a caching layer when
it decides whether or not to replace the block. In cooperative caching, a similar
valuation is applied to the block being replaced from a client's cache. Cooperative
caching algorithms usually do not distinguish between local and global cache blocks'.
This allows a global block to replace a less valuable local block in an idle client.
'The GMS algorithm, which aims at cooperative caching for both virtual memory and dis
tributed file systems, values local blocks more for considerations related to virtual memory
paging[Feeley95].
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increasing the fraction of global blocks in the client's cache. Similarly, a local block
can replace a global block in an active client and increase the fraction of local blocks
in tlie client's cache.
There are two choices when a client decides to replace a block from its cache.
If the block is less valuable than any other l)lock in the cooperative cache, then
there is no reason to forward the block to the cooperative cache and the block is
(lisr.ardtd. Otherwise, the block is forwarded to the cooperative cache and replaces
another block in the client caches, which is then discarded.
The distributed nature of the cooperative cache adds another interesting factor
to the valuation of a block.

This factor in determining tiie value of a block is

derived from the issue of resource sharing and is known as duplicate avoidmica. The
cooperative cache is a shared resource requiring coordination of which blocks are
forwarded to the cooperative cache. Witiiout any coordination, it is possible for
clients to forward several copies of the .same block to the cooperative cache. While
duplicate local blocks in the client caches cannot be avoided as several clients might
be accessing the same block, duplicate global blocks in the client caches reduce the
effective sizes of both the local and cooperative caches and lower their hit rates. .A.s
a result, cooperative caching algorithms nuist avoid duplicate global blocks in the
client caches.
Once the client decides to forward a block to the cooperative cache, the client
must then decide the target (dicnt. or the client that will receive the block. The
target client choice is important in determining the effectivene.ss of the replacement
policy. Thus, the target client should be cho.sen such that the forwarded block
replaces a less valuable block in the target client. Otherwise, if the replaced block
in the target client is more valuable, tlien a future access to the replaced block will
result in a local cache miss and in the worst case, a disk access.
2.5.3

Examples and Alternatives

There are many choices for a cooperative caching replacement policy. While an
optimal replacement approach is not realizable in practice, LRU for the client caches
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is cilso impractical as it is expensive to determine the globally LRU block. Even
Global Clock is also expensive to implement in the client caches as it would require
extensive coordination to maintain a circular list of blocks distributed over the client
caches. Clearly, a good approach is to approximate LRL'. but keeping the overhead
low at the .same time.
Practical approaches to replace blocks from the client caches can broadly he
generalized into two categories: centralized and distributed. The key difference
is the role of the manager in making replacement decisions.

In the centralized

approach, a manager collccts or maintains information about the contents of the
client caches. The manager either distributes a summary of this information to all
the clients or provides information on demand to the clients. The clients then use this
information to replace blocks from the client caches. While this approach can yield
results closely approximating that from the previously described LRU approach, it
adds to the overhead of cooperative caching and is sensitive to manager failures.
In the distributed approach, clients make a replacement decision based on local
replacement hints. This approach avoids the overhead of contacting the manager.
However, the approach is sensitive to hint accuracy as there is a performance penalty
if the hints are not accurate and a valuable block is replaced from the client caches.

2.6

Cache Consistency

Consistency is a management operation on a caching layer that is dictated by how
multi{)Ie users can read and write the same file or block at the same time. One
of the key decisions in a consistency protocol is to specify when modifications of a
file or block by one user are observed by other users of the same file or block. For
example, in the UNIX local file system, writes to an open file by a user are visible
immediately to other users that have this file open at the same time.
2.6.1

Update Policy

The first key decision in a consistency protocol is the update policy, which determines
how soon a write to a client cache is propagated to the .server. Distributed file
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systems use a wide range of update policies. Tlie simplest policy is write-through.
where a client write to a cached file or block is immediately reflected to the server.
The advantage of this scheme is its reliability. No file or block data is lost even if a
client crashes because the server is always consistent with the contents of the client
cache. The disadvantage is performance because synchronous writes impose a heavy
penalty in terms of Icitency and overhead. An alternate policy called delayed write
trades off reliability for performance. This policy updates the server only at specified
intervals or times, lowering the overhead of each write and allowing overwrites of
data at significantly less cost than the write-through scheme. The problem with
delayed write is the reduced reliability as a client crash can lead to the loss of dirty
data that has not yet been written through to the server.
The update policy in cooperative caching schemes is guided by the motivation to
simplify the management of the cooperative cache. As a result, cooperative caching
algorithms either use write-through or a restricted version of delayed write, where
blocks are written out to the server whenever they are shared or forwarded to the
cooperative cache. In either case, the goal is to make sure that all global blocks
are clean. .An important consequence of this policy is that if a nuuiager enforces
strong consistency, the server always has an up-to-date copy of the block should
a cooperative cache lookup fail. On the other hand, if a more relaxed form of
consistency is maintained (as in XFS). the copy in the server may be out-of date;
however, with relaxed consistency, the l)lock lookup inechanism also nuiy fetch an
out-of-date copy from the cooperative cache.
2.6.2

Consistency Mechanism

The consistency mechanism decides whether a locally cached copy of a file or block
is older than the most up-to-date copy. If a file or block is determined to be stale,
the client caching the file or block retrieves the most up-to-date copy from the
appropriate source.
There are two principal approaches in maintaining consistency in a distributed
file system[Silberschatz9o]. The first approach is client-driven and puts the onus of
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detecting tlie validity of a file or block to the client caching the file or block. The
client sends a message asking for the status of the file or block to the server, which
replies in the positive only if the file or block is up-to-date. The performance of a
client-driven scheme is determined by the frequency with which the client contacts
the server to validate whether a file or block is up-to-dato. .A. validation scheme that
checks on every block access would be always consistent f^ut the overhead wouUl
also be high. .A.n alternative would be to check on every file open, lowering ovt^rheacl
but at the same time leaving open the possibility that files or blocks might l)ecome
temporarily inconsistent. In general, the problem with a client-driven approach is
that the overhead is high for any reasonable level of consistcncy[Howard88].
The second approach relies on a consistency manager to implement a wrilauwalidatp. policy. Whenever the manager is informed about an update to a file or
block from a client, it informs the other clients caching the file or block to invalidate
its contents. .A. subsequent access to the invalidated file or block can.ses a server
access.
2.6.3

Granularity

The granularity of cache consistency is important to cooperative caching because it
directly affects the level of coordination required for cooperative caching.
.A block-based protocol nuiintains consistency on each individual block. If writeinvalidate is used, clients conununicate with the nuuuiger on every local cache mi.ss
to ensure consistency. With client-driven consistency, clients nuist frecjuently check
with the manager to determine the validity of a locally cached block. .\s a result,
this granularity of consistency is ideal for cooperative caching algorithms which u.se
manager-centric lookup and replacement strategies. On the other hand, there is
little point in using hints to avoid contacting the manager for block lookup and
replacement.
.\ file-ba.'ied protocol is similar to the block-based e.xcept that it maintains con
sistency on entire files rather than blocks, potentially allowing clients to handle
local cache misses without contacting the manager. One drawback is that file-based

consistency does not handle concurrent write-sharing of a file by multiple clients
as efficiently as block-biised consistency, but this pattern of file access is rare in
distributed file systems[Baker91].

2.7

Server Caching

In a traditional rlistributed file system, the server maintains a cache of blocks that
have been accessed by the clients. Although the server cache is lower in the storage
hierarchy than the client caches and therefore has a lower hit rate, studies have
shown that the server cache is still effective at reducing disk acce.sses and improving
perforniance[Baker91].
The benefits of a server caciie are less apparent witli cooperative caching becausc?
local cache nusses are first serviced by the caches of other clients. This rerluces the
server cache's effectiveness and rai.ses the issue of using the server memory in a
different manner so as to benefit cooperative caching.
One possibility is to use the server cache as part of the cooperative cache. The
advantage of this is that it increases the effective size of the cooperative cache. .A.s the
hit ratio to the client caches is e.xpected to be better than that to a traditional server
cache, the increased use of the server memory would l)enefit cooperative caching.
However, the disadvantage of this proposal is that the .server would be target of
forwards from clients, increasing its load and possibly hampering performance.
Yet another po.ssibility is to augment the u.se of hints in cooperative caching.
Hints can be inaccurate and it might be helpful to use the server memory to offset
the effect of incorrect hints. The.se alternatives to traditional disk caching in server
memory are evaluated using trace-driven simulation in Chapter 5.2.C.

2.8

Summary

The cooperative cache is the layer in the storage hierarchy positioned between the
local client caches and allows a client to access and store file blocks in the caches of
other clients. Cooperative caching is challenging becau.se the cooperative cache is
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distributed over tlie client caches and nuist be coordinated with minimal overhead
to reap performance benefits.
A block lookup mechanism in cooperative caching must be able to locate effec
tively a block in the client caches. One approach would be to use a manager to
keep track of the location of blocks in the client caches. While this approach would
be accurate, the overhead would be significantly lowered if clients maintained their
own block location hints.
A cooperative caching replacement strategy must decide the order of replace
ment of blocks from the client caches. .A manager-centric approach in valuating the
blocks in the client caches works well, but lower overhead can be obtained if clients
maintained hints about the values of blocks in the caches of other clients.
Two other design issues in cooperative caching arc the granularity of the consi.stency mechanism and the po.ssible uses of the server memory.

CHAPTER 3
EXISTING AND IDEAL ALGORITHMS
This chapter introduces existing and ideal algorithms against which the proposed
hint-based algorithm is compared. The performance and overhead of existing algo
rithms provide insight into the strengths and weaknesses of a fact-based approach,
as well as peer benchmarks for practical cooperative caching algorithms. On the
other hand, the ideal algorithms provide a bound on achievable performance by a
coo[)erative caching algorithm.
In this chapter, two existing cooperative caching algorithms are introduced
X-cluince and GMS. The algorithms are discussed with respect to the management
operations on the cooperative cache: block lookup, replacement and consistency.
Following this, two ideal algorithms are discussed - Global LRU and Optimal - and
the performance bounds established by each of these algorithms are shown.
The two existing algorithms developed from successive attempts to liarne.ss
the remote memory in workstation chisters[Comer90. FeltenOl. Franklin92. Leff91].
These attempts establislied important results, which were subsequently used by co
operative caching algorithms. The.se results are elaborated on in Chapter 7.1.

3.1

N-chance

Dahlin et al.

pioneered the use of cooperative caching by motivating the need

to offset server accesses with those to the client caches[Dahlin94].

The authors

inspected a wide variety of algorithms for using idle memory in a workstation cluster
and .settled on the X-chance algorithm for providing the best performance with the
lowest overhead. The algorithm was further refined to separate the roles of the
.server and the manager in the xf.s file system[.A.nderson95].

3.1.1

Lookup

The X-chaiicc algoritliin usps the sorver to take on tlie responsibilities of a manager
and locate blocks in the client caches. When a client has a local cache miss on
a block, the client sends a request to the server, which then forwards this reciuest
to a client caching the block. If the block is not pre.sent in the client caches, the
server responds with the block itself. To maintain the locations of blocks in the
client caches, the server is informed whenever a block moves in anfl out of the client
caches. Thus, whenever a client discards a block or forwards it to another client,
the client nnist inform the server. Similarly, when a client is forwarded a block from
another client, the client too must inform the server. The only exception whore
a notification to tlie server is not necessary is when a client fetches a block from
the server itself. .A. generalized schema describing manager-centric block location is
shown in Figure 2.3(a).
However, the original X-chance algorithm does not reduce the nimiber of nie.ssages to the server, adding to the server load. While the algorithm achieves nearoptimal results with a high hit ratio to the cooperative cache, each remote cache
access also involves a message to the server and adds to the server load. This means
that the number of messages to the server will not be reduced even if clients have a
high hit ratio to the cooperative cache.
The xfs file .system refined the X-chance algorithm by separating the role of the
manager from the server, so that the .server and the manager reside on separate
niachines[Audprson95]. This refinement reduces the load on the server as commu
nication with the manager can now avoid the server. .Additionally, in an attempt
to reduce the overhead of contacting the manager, the xfs file system also tries to
co-locate managers with clients. The goal is to ensure that a client wanting to access
a block is physically in the same machine as the manager for the block, and can thus
conununicate with the manager without incurring the overhead of a network mes
sage. The co-location policy used by xf.s assigns the management of a file's blocks to
the client which last wrote the file, the underlying assumption being that this client
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is most likely to access the file in the future.
3.1.2

Replacement

The X-chance algorithm uses a combination of duplicate avoidance and randomness
to replace blocks from the client caches. Whenever a client replaces a block from its
local caches and does not know whether the block is a .nmjlef.. or the only copy in
the client caches, the client contacts the appropriate manager to check if the block
is a singlet. If the manager responds in the affirmative, then the client forwards this
block to a randomly chosen target client. In other words, the X-chance algorithm
gives a preference to singlets, as discarding them may cause a future scTver access.
The X-chance algorithm also takes measures to ensure that these singlets are
di.scarded from the client caches when they becomes le.ss valuable. The X-chance
algorithm imposes a limit n on the luimber of times such blocks can be forwarded
from one client cache to another. The authors use measurements as well as empirical
evidence to suggest that a value of 2 for ii would provide optimal performance for
this algorithm.
3.1.3

Consistency

The X-chance algorithm specifies a manager-centric block-based consistency .scheme.
Whenever a client updates a block, the client informs the appropriate manager
which then invalidates the remaining copies of the block in the client caches (i.e.
write-invalidato). The X-chance algorithm also assumes a write-through policy for
updates, ensuring that only clean blocks are stored in the cooperative cache.
3.1.4

Discussion

The X-chance algorithm uses managers for block lookup, duplicate avoidance and
consistency, and therefore incurs the overhead of frecjuent comnuinication with the
manager to maintain the exact global state. Moreover, while trying to co-locate a
client accessing a file with the manager for the file's blocks can potentially reduce
overhead, the disadvantages of such a scheme are many. First, it adds the complexity
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of locating the manager for a block because the manager may move from one machine
to another. In other words, the client must do a manager lookup to locate a manager
for a block. Second, the overhead of co-location is high if files are write-shared across
multiple clients. .A. co-location mechanism would have to move the management of
the shared blocks from one client to another, the overhead of which would negate any
l)enefits obtained. .A.11 existing evaluations of co-location mechanisms have assum(>d
a single client acce.ssing blocks and have neglected to measure the overhead in the
ca.se where multiple clients access shared blocks[Feeley9o. .\nderson95]. A potential
improvement to the above scheme is to maintain block location hints in every client,
and thus avoid both the cost of communication with a manager and the comjilexity
of a co-location mechanism.
For replacement, \-chance gives more weight to duplicate avoidance, and has
poor performance if block acce.ss patterns do not conform to this a.ssumptiou. For
example, if a block is forwarded to a randomly selected client actively accessing
its cache, then the block might replace a valuable local block. .Moreover, if the
same block is succe.ssively forwarded n times to such active clients, then the block is
discarded from the client caches even though it may be a valuable cooperative cache
block. Studies have shown this phenomenon frequently occurs in practice w I kmi the
fraction of active clients is high and the idle memory is concentrated in the few
remaining clients[Feeley95. SarkarOG).

3.2

GMS

The GMS or Global Memory Service algorithm is also motivated by the need to
use the idle memory in workstation clusters, but does not limit idle memory u.sage
to file .systems. Feeley et al. stress the need for treating the client memories in a
distributed file system as a global resource and demonstrate how the GMS algorithm
is effective at attaining this objectivo[Feeley95]. Further modifications to G.\tS deal
with client loads and network overiiead[Jamrozik96. V'oelkerOT].
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3.2.1

Lookup

The GMS algorithm is similar to X-chanco in that it specifies a inanagcr-contric
approach to block lookup (Figure 2.3(a)). Block movement in and out of the client
cachcs is reported to managers which maintain oxact information about the location
of blocks in the client caches. A client contacts a manager on a local cache miss
for a block, which then redirects the request to a client caching the block, or to the
server if the block is not present in the client caches.
3.2.2

Replacement

The goal of the replacement policy in G.MS is to appro.ximate LRU in replacing
blocks from the client caches.

.A. key piece of the G.MS algorithm is the use of

managers to collect and distribute information about the ages of blocks in the client
caches.
The GMS algorithm avoids duplicate global blocks in the client caches. Thus,
only singlets are forwarded to the cooperative cache. The managers in GMS keep
track of the number of copies of a block, and whenever a block becomes a singlet in
a client's cache, the GMS manager informs the client. In contrast to X-cliance. the
responsibility of duplicate avoidance is on the manager rather than on the client.
This lowers overhead in GMS as the nianager sends a message to a client only when
a block becomes a singlet in the client caches, whereas in X-chance the message
exchange happens in 98% of all block replacements when a replaced block is not
known to be a singlet.
To approximate LRU. a manager in GMS initiates the collection and distribu
tion of age information from clients at dynamically determined time intervals called
epochs. The duration of an epoch is principally determined by the number of re
placements during the epoch. .-Vt the beginning of an epocii. clients send a summary
of the ages of the blocks in the client caches to the manager coordinating the re
placement algorithm. The manager then evaluates this summary to determine the
locations of the n oldest blocks in the client caches, where n is determined from the
length of an epoch. Subsequently, the manager computes tVt for each client i. where
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fr, is the fraction of tlie n oldest blocks present in a client i. The manager then
distributes the

il

\ array to all the clients along with the expected duration of the

epoch. Whenever a client replaces a block from its cache and needs to forward the
block to a target client, the client chooses a client / as the target with probability
iL\.

.Measurements showed that the algorithm wiis able to reasonably approximate

LRU over a wide range of memory-intensive benchiuarks[Feeley95].
The GMS replacement policy was refined further to deal with high loads in
clients. While the original policy was designed to approximate LRU. \belker et ah
experimented with a combination of both client loads and block ages in replacing
blocks from the client caches[\'oelker97]. The authors found that a load-balanced
LRU replacement did not affect performance as the deviations from LRU were mod
erate. and demonstrated that a 8-node memory server could handle as many as 70
clients with load balancing.
3.2.3

Consistency

The GMS algorithm does not specify any consistency mechanism for the client
caches. Instead, the algorithm states that the consistency semantics are the re^sponsibility of the application that created the sharing.
The GMS algorithm adopts a restricted version of delayed write for its update
policy. Whenever a dirty block is forwarded to the cooperative cache or sliared
across nniltiple clients, the block is written out to the server to ensure that oidy
clean blocks exist in the cooperative cache.
3.2.4

Discussion

The G.MS block lookup scheme suffers from the same drawback of high overhead
as X-chance because of the reliance on managers to maintain exact block location
state, as discussed in Section 3.1.4. hi contrast, an approach based on local hints on
each client would not incur the overhead of contacting the manager on every local
cache miss.
While the GMS replacement policy is able to provide good results, it suffers from
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throe importcint drawbacks. First, the policy is very complex as the policy decisions
in replacements invoI%*e hard-to-compute parameters such as the statistical distri
bution of the oldest blocks in all the clients, the expected rate of replacements and
the rate at which age information is expected to become inaccurate. Second, the
replacement policy incurs the overhead of exchanging information with managers
at every epoch. This creates a tradeoff between overhead and accuracy where opti
mizing one adversely affects the other. For example, a long epoch would no douijt
minimize overhead, but then the age information would grow increasingly inaccurate
with time during a long epoch. On the other hand, a short epoch would result in
more accurate results but at the cost of increcised overhead. The authors have not
performed any experiments on this aspect of the GMS replacement policy. Third,
the GMS algorithm depends on the manager to coordinate the replacement process
and is thus sensitive to manager failures. The GMS algorithm does not specify a
mechanism to deal with manager failures. On the other hand, a replacement pol
icy based on local hints would have lower overhead as no comnuinication with the
manager is necessary, and would not be susceptible to manager failures.

3.3

Ideal Algorithms

The ifleal algorithms provide a perfonnance bound for cooperative caching algo
rithms. While these algorithms may not be practical to im[)lement. they provide a
lower bound on the average block acce.ss rime of a cooperative caching algorithm.
Tlie overhead of an ideal algorithm is ignored because of their impracticality and
as a result, the exact mechanisms for implementing cooperative cache management
operations are not consequential.
The ideal algorithms assume accurate block lookup in the client caches and
maintain block-level consistency in the client caches. The algorithms avoid duplicate
global blocks in the client caches by forwarding only singlets and discarding the rest.
The only difference in the two ideal algorithms is in the policy of choosing the target
client when a client decides to forward a block to the cooperative cache.
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3.3.1

Optimal

The rophicornent poUc-y in the Optimal algorithm always replaces the block in the
client caches whose next access is farthest in the future. It has been shown that
this replacement policy is optimal becau.se it minimizes the number of cache misses
and therefore has the minimal block access tiine[BelaclyGC]. Thus, whenever a client
clecifles to forward a block to the cooperative cache, the target client is the one that
contains the Ijlock whose next access is farthest in the future. If several clients con
tain blocks which are never acco.ssed in the future. 0[)tinuil chooses one at random.
In addition, if the block to be forwarded to the cooperative cache is itself the one
whose next access is the farthest in the future, the block is di.scarded.
3.3.2

Global LRU

The Global LRL" algorithm uses the distributed version of LRU as the basis of its
replacement policy. Global LRU appro.xinuites Optimal by replacing the globally
LRU block from the client caches. Whenever a client needs to forward a block to the
cooperative cache, it choo.ses the target client with the globally LRU block. .\s in the
Optimal algorithm, if several clients contain the globally LRU block, the algorithm
chooses one at random. .\lso. if the block to be forwarded to the cooperative cache
is itself the globally LRU block, it is di.scarcled. In sumnuiry. Global LRU removes
blocks from the client caches in order of age.
In a real implementation, this algorithm would be expensive as the overhead of
locating the globally LRU block is high. The degree of approxinuition achieved by
Global LRU depends on the access patterns of a workload and is determined by the
degree of similarity between optimal replacement for this workload and Global LRU
[\belker97].

3.4

Summary

This chapter discusses existing and ideal algorithms to provide the basis for conipari.son with the proposed hint-based algorithm di.scussed in the next chapter. The
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existing algorithms provide a yardstick for comparing performance and overliead.
while the ideal algorithms define the limits to performance.
The pioneering paper on cooperative caching by Dahlin et al.[Dahlin94] described
an algorithm for implementing the cooperative cache called N-chance. Managers arc
responsible for maintaining consistency and block location information in X-chance.
The replacement policy in X-chance uses a combination of dnplicate avoidance and
randomness to decide the best block to replace. Blocks with more than one copy
are discarded, while singlets are forwarded to another client chosen at random.
A snbsequent paper by Feeley et al.[Feeley9o] described the Global Mejnorn Ser
vice (GMS) which provided better performance than X-chance as well as reduced
overhead. GMS is similar to N-chance in that it uses managers to locate blocks in
the client caches. One difference is that it does not specify a consistency mechanism.
GMS, like X-chance, forwards a block to the cooperative cache only if the block
is a singlet.

G.MS differs from X-chance in that a manager keeps track of the

number of copies of each block and notifies the appropriate client when a block in
its cache becomes a singlet. G.MS also differs from X-chance in that a centralized
manager-based algorithm chooses a block for replacement. The algorithm reasonal)iy
approximates LRU over all the client caches.
A summary of the existing algorithms, as well as the hint-based algorithm is
shown in Table 3.1. The key features of the hint-based algorithm are elaborated on
in the next chapter.
Algorithm
Consistency
Lookup
Replacement
Server Caching

N-chance
Block-based
Manager-based
Random
Traditional

GMS
Xone
Manager-based
Manager-based LRU
Traditional

Hint-based
File-based
Hints
Best-guess LRU
Discard

Table 3.1: N-chance, GMS and the hint-based algorithm. This table lists the key
features of the N-chance, GN'IS. and hint-based algoritluus.

The ideal algorithms provide a lower bound on the average block access time
of any algorithm.

The overhead of ideal algorithms is ignored as they are not
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practical to implement. The ideal algorithms assume accurate block lookup, blocklevel consistency and forward only singlets to the cooperative cache.
The two ideal algorithms discussed here. Optimal and Global LRU. only differ
in the choice of the target client when a block is forwarded to the cooperative cache.
The Optimal algorithm replaces the block which is accessed the farthest in the future
and chooses the target client having this block. In contrast. Global LRL' emulates
the distributed version of LRU and chooses the target client with the globally LRU
block.
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CHAPTER 4
A HINT-BASED ALGORITHM
4.1

Hints

Hints, in general, can be defined as an imprecise state of a given system. .A. hint is
initially obtained from a system's actual state. However, a hint is not kept consistent
with the system's exact state, and may sometimes be updated to reflect the exact
state only if the benefit of npdation outweighs the cost. .\s a result, hints caimot
be guaranteed to be accurate at any given time.
The use of hints has its advantages and disadvantages. The lack of consistency
with the e.xact system state implies that hints are easier to maintain than is the
.system state. On the other hand, inaccurate hints can degrade performance and
increase overhead because they present an incorrect idea about the state of the
system. Consequently, a hint-based system is useful only when the vast majority of
hints are accurate and the benefit of using hints is greater than the penalty of a few
inaccurate hints.
Different categories of hints can be found in the design of computer systems.
The use of hints can be found in networking protocols like TCP/IP[Postel81]. where
getting the e.xact state of a network coimection is very difficult: in o[)erating .system
functions such as disk block lookup in the Pilot operating system[RedellSO]. where
locating a block on the disk has high cost: and even in progranmiing languages such
as Smalltalk[Doutsch82j to resolve the types of polymorphic methods.

Detailed

information about the use of hints can bo fouiid in Chapter 7.2. The goal of this
dissertation is the successful application of hints to cooperative caching.
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4.1.1

Hints in Cooperative Caching

The goal in designing a cooperative caching system was to (leveh)p a flistrihuted
algorithm that provides high performance as well as low overhead. One way to do
this is to make clients as independent of managers as possible, and allow the clients
to take d(H:isions based solely oii infoniuition available locally. .A. local flecisionmaking approach has two advantages: not only is there a performance benefit of
not contacting the manager, but there is also reduced overhead as all decisions are
local.
The greatest challenge in making independent decisions in clients is to make the
decision approximate one ba.sed on the global state, which is the sum of the local
states of all the clients in the distributed file .system. .A .S a result, an independent
client decision cannot achieve this objective based purely on that client's local state
alone. Thus, a client nuist also maintain information about the local states of the
remaining clients in the distributed file .system in the form of hints.
.\s implied by the definition, cooperative caching hints refer to a probable global
state of the distributed file .system. .As a result, hints allow clients to make inde
pendent decisions about the cooperative cache ba.sed on approximate global state
without contacting a manager. Honco. the use of hints fits in perfectly with the
goal of devising a cooperative caching algorithm with high performance and low
overhead.
The challenge of using hints is to make them accurate. Inaccurate hints can not
only hurt performance by causing decisions that do not approximate one based on
global state, but also force the .system to rely on a costly mechanism to overcome
their effect. For example, if a hint .says that a particular block is in a client's cache,
and in reality, it is not, then the system must have a mechanism to return the correct
location of the block in the client caches. Thus, the goal is to make sure that the
benefit obtained by using hints more than offsets the cost of making mistakes due
to inaccurate hints.

-16

4.2

Block Lookup

This section focuses on the use of hints in locating blocks in the client caches. When
a client suffers a local cache miss on a file block, a lookup must be performed on
the client caches to (letermine if and where the block is cached. In the previous
algorithms, the client contacts the manager responsible for the block to {lerforrn the
lookup. .Although this approach will always return the correct location of the block
in the client caches, it also increases both the block access time and the maiuiger
load.
.-\.n alternative is to let the client it.self perform the lookup, using its own hints
about the locations of blocks within the client caches. These hints allow the client
to access the caches of other clients directly without contacting a manager on every
local cache miss. However as discu.ssed in Section 2.4. the hints need to be acciu'ate
for this approach to be effective. In addition, a hint-based block lookup .scheme
nuist provide the correct result even if hints are incorrcct.

In other words, the

lookup mechanism nuist be able to return the correct location of the block in the
storage hierarchy even if the block's location hints are not correct.
The key focus of this hint-based approach to ])erform block lookup is to make
the location hints accurate and provide a lookup mec-hanism to deal with inac-curate
hints.
4.2.1

Hint Accuracy

Hint accuracy largely depends on the choice of blocks to which location hints refer.
This choice is important because it affects how fast hints get out-of-date in the
client caches. If the set of blocks referred to by hints changes location rapidly, the
hints would have to be frequently updated to ensure accuracy. However, changes
to block location are determined primarily by acce.ss patterns which are not known
in advance, making it difficult to predict the natures of changes to the locations
of blocks. To maximize hint accuracy, clients maintain hints for the part of the
location state that changes the least rapidly. The recusoning is that hints for this
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[ Client )

Master
Copy
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[ Server

Figure 4.1: Mzister Copies. The master cop//of a block is that which is obtained from
the server. In this figure, blocks B\ and By are copies of the block B on the server. Block
B\ is a nicister copy because it was obtained from the server {as shown by the arrow). On
the other hand, block B> is not a nuister copy because it wfis obtained from the client
having Bipart of location state are not likely to get out-of-date as fast as those for the parts
that change more rapidly. The key to the succe.ss of this a[)proach is to find this
part of the location state of a distril)uted file system.
One alternative is to keep track of all the copies of all blocks in the client caches
as is clone in a manager-centric approach. However, the aggregate rate of movement
of all the copies of a block in and out of the client caches is larger than the rate
of movement of a single copy. Thus, the overhead of maintaining hints for all the
copies of a block in the client caches is more than that for a single copy of a block,
making the latter a more attractive option.
The ne.xt cjuestion is to decide which copy of a block should a block location
hint refer to. One possibility is to refer to the newest copy of a block in the client
caches because this copy is likely to be present in a client's cache and consecjuently.
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a location hint that rofers to this block is also likely to be accnrate. On the other
hand, the location of the newest copy is likely to change more rapidly than that
for a fixed copy of a block. This makes a fixed-copy scheme more aclvantageous for
accurate hints.
One concern about a fixed copy scheme is that it increa.ses the load on a client
caching the fixed copy of a block as this client is the target of accesses from clients
needing the block in the future. However, as shown in Section 6.4.3. client loads
were not an issue.
To allow hints to keep track of the location of a fixed copy of a block, the conc-ept
of a nia.'iter copy of a block is introduced. The first copy of a block to be cached by
any client is called the master copy, as shown in Figure 4.1. The master copy of a
block is distinct from the block's other copies because the master copy is obtained
from the server.

Block location hints only contain the probable location of the

master copy of a block, simplifying the task of keeping the hints accurate:
1. When a client opens a file, the client contacts a consistency manager which
gives the client a set of hints that contain the probable location of the master
copy for each block of the file. Here, we assume that a manager coordinates
the consistency mechanism in the distributed file system, though we place no
restriction on the mechanism itself. The manager obtains the set of hints for
the file from the last client to have opened the file. The a.ssuinption is that
the la.st client to open the file has the most accurate location hints for this file.
While this assumption may not hold for some patterns of block acce.ss. they
conform to typical UNIX access patterns[Baker91] and yield highly accurate
hints, as demonstrated in Chapters 5.2.2 and G.4.4.
2. During the process of replacement (described in Section 4.3), when a client
forwards a master cop\- of a block to another client, both clients update their
hints to rcfiect the new location of the master copy in the client caches.
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Figure 4.2: Lookup Mechanism. This figure illustratt>s the use of location hints in the
lookup tuechanisui. Once client A obtains location hints, the client uses the information in
the table of location hints to determine that client B is caching a needed block. Following
this, client sends a request to client B. which responds witli the block.
4.2.2

Lookup Mechanism

The hints contain the probable location of the master copy of a block.

Thus

the lookup mechanism must ensure that a block lookup is successful, regardless
of whether the hints are right or wrong. Fortunately, in cooperative caching al
gorithms. dirty blocks are written out to the .server whenever they are shared or
forwarded to the cooperative cache.

As discussed in Chapter 2.5. an important

corollary of this assumption is that the server can always be relied to have a valid
copy of a block and can satisfy requests for the block should the hints prove false.
This sim[)lifies the lookup mechanism:
1. When a client has a local cache miss for a block, it consults its hint information
for the block.
2. If the hint information contains the probable location for the master copy
of the block, the client forwards its request to this location. Otherwise, the
request is sent to the server.
3. The client which receives a forwarded request for a block checks to sec the
block is present in its cache. If so. the client responds with the block to the
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requesting client. Otherwise, the client consults its hint information for the
block and proceeds to Step 2.
.Measurements show this algorithm works well when the working .set size of client
applications is less than the size of the client memories, as shown in Chapter 5.2.7.1.
However, if .several clients share a working set of blocks larger than the client mem
ories. forwarding a block to a client increases the probability that a master cojjy will
be replaced. This, in turn, will cause the master copy to be forwarded to another
client, greatly increasing the rate of movement of blocks in and (Mit of the client
caches. .\s a result, the location hints for blocks will also lose their accuracy at a
faster rate and consecjuently. these inaccurate hints will decrease the hit ratio to the
cooperative cache.
However, a similar degradation occurs in other cooperative caching algorithms.
When the working set size of client applications starts to approach the size of the
client memories, block movement in and out of the client caches increa.ses as de
scribed above. While this does not cau.se any loss of accuracy for block location,
frequent communication with the manager to report this block movement increases
the manager load to as much as 30 times that of the hint-based algorithm, as shown
in Section 5.2.7.1. The high load increases the manager respon.se time, which in
turn degrades performance.

4.3

Replacement

The replacement policy in cooperative caching makes space for a new block entering
the client caches by discarding the least valuable block in the client caches. The di.stributed nature of the cooperative cache nuikes this challenging as the client fetching
the new block might be different from the client holding the least valuable block,
requiring conununication among clients. The degree and nature of conununication
among clients determines the perfornuince and overhead of a cooperative caching
replacement algorithm.
.\ client invokes the replacement policy when a block is replaced from its local
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cache. As discussed in Chapter 2.5. tlie client has to decide first whether or not to
forward this replaced block to the cooperative cache. If the client decides to forward
the block, it must choo.se the target client to which to forward the block.
4.3.1

Forwarding

The previous algorithms rely on the manager to rletermine whether or not a block
should be forwarded. .A. block is forwarded only if it is a singlet. .Maintaining this
invariant is e.xpensive: in addition to reporting all block movement in and out of
the client caches to the manager, it al.so requires an .\-chaiice client to contact the
manager whenever it wishes to replace a block, and the GMS manager to contact a
client whenever a block becomes a singlet.
.A.n alternative is to avoid the use of a manager in determining the copy of a
block to be forwarded tt) the cooperative cache. To avoid o\erheatl. the copy to be
forwarded to the cooperative cache is predetermined and does not require communi
cation between the clients and the manager. In particular, only the master copy of
a block is forwarded to the cooperative cache and all other copies are discarded. .A.s
only master copies are forwarded, and each block has only one master copy almost
all the time, there arc no duplicate global blocks in the client caches.
Blocks may have more than one master copy in the client caches if location
hints are inaccurate. For example, out-of-date hints in the client caches can cause a
client's block lookup request to get forwarded to the server even though the block is
pre.sent in the cooperative^ cache. Con.sequently. the client will fetch the l)lock from
the server, increasing the number of master copies of the block by one. Fortunately,
measurements in Chapter 5.2.2 indicate that less than 0.0l9f of the server accesses
fetch a second master copy of a block into the client caches. Moreover, after a client
fetches a second master copy of a block, the location hint for the block will now refer
to the second master copy and this hint will propagate to other clients which want
to access the block in the future. Therefore these clients will reference the second
master copy instead of the first. Consequently, the first master copy of the block
will be discarded from the client caches at a faster rate than if there was only one

master copy in the client caches.
.A. potential drawback of the master copy algorithm is that it has a different
forwarding behavior than the previous algorithms. Instead of forwarding the last
local copy of a block in the client caches as in GMS or X-chance, the master co[)y
algorithm forwards the first (master) copy. In some cases, this may lead to unnece.ssary forwards. .-Vs the previous algorithms forward the last copy of a block, the
block will not be forwarded at all if it is deleted while there are multijjle copies in
the client caches. The hint-based algorithm may unnece.ssarily forward the master
copy prior to the delete. Fortunately, our measurements in Chapter 5.3 show that
few (1.97%) of the master copy forwards are unnecessary.
4.3.2

Best-Guess Replacement

Once the replacement policy has decided to forward a block to the cooperative cache,
it must choose the least valuable block in the client cache to replace. This block is
present in the cache of a target client, and forwarding a block to the target client
aims to replace this least valuable block.
X-chance chooses a target client at random, while GMS relies on information
from the manager.

policy of randomly choosing a target client nuiy not replace

the least valuable block in the client caches and this results in poor performance,
as seen in Chapter 5.2.1. Relying on information from the manager allows G.\1S to
reasonably appro.xinuite Global LRU. However, this incurs the overhead of frequent
commiuiication with the manager and increases the complexity of a replacement
algorithm.
.An attractive alternative is to design a replacement algorithm without involving
a manager, thus avoiding the overhead of contacting the manager. However, this
implies that clients have to exchange information among them.selves to implement
the replacement algorithm, incurring overhead in the process. Hence, the key focus
of such an algorithm should be to exchange the minimal amount of information
between clients necessary for a highly accurate replacement policy.
distributed replacement algorithm must aim for high accuracy as well as adapt
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ability to changes in the behavior of clients. Thus such an algorithm must able to
identify the active clients (clients accessing the cooperative cache) and idle, clients
(clients that are not) in a distributed file system at any given point of time. In
addition, an algorithm nnist also be able to adapt to situations where an idle client
suddenly becomes active and vice versa. This would imply chang(»s in the distribu
tion of idle memory in the client caches, recpiiring adjustments in the replacement
process.
Finally, a distributed replacement algorithm should not be affected by client
failure. In case a client fails, the renuiining clients must be able to proceed with the
replacement algorithm. Fortunately, this is achievable in a hint-based algorithm as
each client maintains its own replacement hints.
4.3.2.1

Algorithm

A hint-based algorithm chooses a target based on local information about the state
of the client caches. This is referred to as be.'it-(]ues.'i replacement because each client
chooses a target client that it believes has the system's oldest block. The objective
is to appro.ximate Global LRU. without reciuiring a centralized manager or e.xcessive
communication between the clients. The challenge is that the block age information
is distributed among all the clients, making it expensive to determine the best block
to replace.
In best-guess replacement, each client maintains an oldest block list that contains
what the client believes to be the ages of the oldest block on each client. The
algorithm is simple: blocks are forwarded to the client that has the oldest block in
the oldest block list.
The high accuracy of best-guess replacement comes from exchanging information
about the ages of the oldest block on each client. When a block is forwarded from
one client to another, both clients exchange the age of their current oldest block,
allowing each client to update its oldest block list. This step in the algorithm is
illustrated in Figure 4.3.
When a client boots up. the client assumes that the remaining clients have free
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Figure 4.3: Best-guess Replacement, (a) Each client contain.s replacement hints in
the form of the oldest block list. The oldest block list is indexed by every client in the
distributed file system and each entry contains the probable ago of the oldest block in the
client, (b) When a client A decides to forward a block, the client looks in its oldest block
list and determines that client C lia^i the oldest block in the list of age 70. Client A then
forwards its block to the target client C. (c) Concurrently with the replacement, clients .A.
and C (exchange the ages of their oldest blocks and update their respective lists.
riieinory to store global blocks and proceeds with thi.s a.s.siiinption until the oldest
block li.st is updated during tho course of rcplacoiiieiit.s. Accordingly, the probable
ago of the oldest block for each client in the oldest block list is initialized to INF.
whore INF is the niaxinuirn age of a block. Similarly, a clicnt having free memory
in its cache also returns INF as the age of its oldest block during replacement.

4.3.2.2

Properties

This e.xchange of block ages allows both active and idle clients to maintain accurate
oldest block lists. Active clients have accurate lists because they frequently forward

blocks. Idle client.s will he the targets of the forwards, keeping their lists ufvto-date
as well. .Active clients will also tend to have young blocks, preventing other clients
from forwarding blocks to them. Iii contrast, idle clients will tend to acciunulate old
blocks and therefore be the target of most forwards.
Best guess replacement adapts to changes in the behavior of a client. .\n active
client that becomes idle will initially not he forwarded blocks, but its oldest block
will age relative to the other blocks in the .system. Eventually this block will be the
oldest on the lists, and therefore used for replacement. On the other hand, an idle
client that becomes active will initially have an u()-to-date list becau.se of the blocks
it was forwarded while idle. This allows it to forward blocks accurately. Other
clients may erroneously forward blocks to the newly-active client l)ut once they do.
their updated oldest block list.s will prevent them from making the same mistake
twice.
Best-guess replacement is also not prone to client failures. This is primarily
because replacement information is not centrally managed at any one client and
each client maintains its own replacement hints. .A.s a result, if a client fails, the
remaining clients can stop replacing blocks from the failed client upon detection.
Failure detection can be done either actively using a heartbeat protocol or lazily
during the process of replacement. To minimize overhead, we have opted for lazy
detection (more details are available in Chapter 6.1.1.3).
4.3.2.3

Analysis

The performance of best-guess replacement is measured by the extent of its fleviation
from Global LRU. the ideal for this algorithm. The extent of this deviation depends
both on the workload in the distributed file system as well as the deviation of
the optimal replacement algorithm for this workload from Global LRU. .A.n initial
estimate can be obtained by analyzing the bound which determines the maxinmm
extent of deviation of best-gue.ss replacement from Global LRU.
The performance bound of best-guess replacement indicates that the algorithm
approximates Global LRU very well. Let us assimie a distributed file .system with
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.V clients, where we are trying to determine the inaxiniuni extent by which the
replacement of the globally LRL' block can be delayed. Consider the scenario in
which a client replaces a block from another client in best-guess replacement. The
two clients then exchange the ages of their oldest blocks. .A.fter this replacement,
neither client will replace a block younger than the oldest blocks on these two clients
becau.se clients choose the target client with the oldest block in the oldest block list.
Note that at this time, the globally LRU block is the oldest block on one of these
.V clients.

Therefore, after all po.ssible replacements and sub.sequent exchanges

of information between .V clients, no client can replace a block younger than the
oldest block on all the .V clients, which is the globally LRU block. Since the.se are
(.V — 1)(.V — 2)/2 possible replacements between .V clients, the replacement of the
globally LRU block can be delayed by at most this many replacements. In other
words, if Global LRU replaces a particular block in the

replacement, then best-

guess replacement will replace the block at most by the i -h (.V — 1)(.V — 2)/2"'
replacement.
While this limit seems high, it represents the worst case because the analysis
a.ssumes that every client is replacing blocks from the caches of other clients. In
a typical distributed file system, not all clients acce.ss the cooperative cache at the
same time[.A.charya98]. Under these conditions, best-gue.ss replacement does much
better. If there are k active clients accessing the cooperative cache at any given
time, then the globally LRU block can be a.ssumed to be in the remaining .V — k
clients (as the caches of the k clients is filled with young local blocks). Following
the same logic as above, after all po.ssible exchanges between these k active clients
and .V — k idle clients, no client can replace a block younger than the globally LRU
block, which the oldest block on one of these .V — k clients. In such a case, the
replacement of the globally LRU block is delayed by at most (^ — 1)(:Y - A- — I)/2
replacements. Furthermore, in both simulations and prototype mcasurem<Mits. k
was on an average a small constant compared to .V. implying that the delay in the
replacement of the globally LRU block was at most by 0(.V) replacements. Given
that the performance of most applications is not very .sensitive to small deviations
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from Global LRL'[\'oelker97|. the existence of a linear bound is very encouraging.
The performance bound of best-gness replacement is not affected by exchanging
more age information. The reason is that the strategy does not reduce the proba
bility of a replacement error. For example, assume two clients e.xchange the block
age information of all the clients. However, other than the ages of the oldest blocks
of these two clients, the rest of the block age information c-an not he guaranteed to
be accurate. The probability of a replacement error depends on the accuracy of the
oldest block's age on any client and is therefore not affected by the rest of the block
age information. .As a result, it is best to e.xchange only the age of the oldest blocks
of the two clients involved in the replacement.
While the performance bound determines the maximum extent to which bestguess replacement can deviate from Global LRU. the performance is determined by
the average delay in the replacement of the globally LRU block. Even though the
linear performance bound suggests that best-guess replacement is likely to closely
approximate Global LRU. the actual performance is best evaluated using sinuilations
and prototype measurements.
4.3.2.4

Forwarding Storms

.Although both theory and practice have shown this simple algorithm to work well,
there are potential problems, the most important of which is overloading a client
with simultaneous replacements. This phenomenon is known as a fonvardmc] stonn
and happens when several clients believe that the same target client has the oldest
block. In such a situation, the clients all forward their blocks to this target client,
potentially overloading the client and replacing young blocks.
Fortunately, it is highly unlikely that the clients using the cooperative cache
would forward their blocks to the same target.

This is because clients that do

forward their blocks to the same target will receive different ages for the oldest
block on the target, since each forwarded block replaces a different oldest block in
the target client. Hence, if the idle memory of the network is uniformly distributed
over k clients, the probability of a client choosing a particular target client among
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tlicse k clients is l / k . Thus, the probability of x clients choosing the same target
client is (l/A;)^"'. as each client replacement decision is independent of one another.
Similarly, the probability of a client choosing the same target client ij successive times
is (1/^-)^"'. Consequently, the probability for x clients choosing the same target
client !j successive times is

.\ssuming (arbitrarily) that a forwarding

storm involves 5 clients forwarding blocks to 10 target clients over a period of 10
successive replacements on each forwarding client, the probability of the forwarding
clients choosing the same target client over this period is 10"''. This indicates that
clients using the cooperative cache wotild be very unlikely to forward the block to
the same target client. Furthermore, we did not observe any forwarding storm either
in the simulations or in the prototype.
4.3.2.5

Client Loads

Best guess replacement can also be configured to work with client loads in addition
to l)lock ages. When a client forwards a block to the cooperative cache on a target
client, the two clients involved in a replacement could exchange the age of their
oldest blocks and their CPU loads. .A.s a result, a client could use the information
to avoid a heavily loaded client even though it might have very old blocks in its
memory. However, the exact mechanism with which a block would be valued both
with respect to its age and its CPU load is a matter of future study. Though research
has shown that client loads may be an issue if idle clients are u.sed as dedicated
remote memory servers[\"oelker97]. these high client loads were not observed in the
course of our measurements because idle clients have very low CPU loads in a typical
distributed file system[Acharya98].

4.4

Cache Consistency

Cooperative caching, for the most part, po.ses no restrictions on any cache consis
tency protocol, as di.scussed in Chapter 2.6. Cooperative caching algorithms can
work with any update policy or consistency mechanism, though the use of certain
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policies like write-though or a restricted version of delayed write simplifies the man
agement of tlie cooperative cache. The only aspect of cache consistency which is
directly affected by the choice of a cooperative caching algorithm is graruilarity.
where the level of coordination in cooperative caching directly impacts the granu
larity of cache consistency.
One approach is to use block-based consistency, but this recjuires frefjuent com
munication with a manager to locate an up-to-date copy, making it pointless to use
hints for block lookup or replacement. For this reason, the hint-based algorithm uses
a file-based consistency mechanism and uses tokens to control acce.ss to shared Hies.
Clients nuist acquire either a read or urrite token from a manager prior to accessing
a file for reading or writing. The manager controls the file tokens, revoking them
as necessary to ensure that at most one client has exclusive access to a write token,
even though multiple clients may hold read tokens simultaneously. Once a client
has a file's token, the client may access the the file's blocks without involving the
manager, enabling the use of hints to locate and replace blocks in the client caches.

4.5

Discard Cache

.A .S discu.s.sed in Chapter 2.7. the server memory is underused in cooperative caching
becau.se the high hit ratio to the client caches reduces the number of server accesses.
This raises the question of effectively using the server memory to benefit cooperative
caching.
4.5.1

Alternatives

One o[)tion is to treat the server memory as part of the cooperative cache. The
server is treated like any other client in the distributed file system and clients can
forward blocks to the cooperative cache in the server memory. This would increase
the effective size of the cooperative cache and therefore the hit rates on the server
memory, as the server no longer duplicates the contents of the client caches.
A more attractive option is to use the server memor\' to complement the use
of hints in cooperative caching. When the working set of client applications starts
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to approach the size of the client memories and blocks move frequently in and out
of the client caches, the distribution of idle memory in the distributed file system
also changes rapidly, resulting in incorrect replacement hints. As the number of
clients actively accessing their caches is high under these circumstances, an incorrect
replacement hint will cause a block to be forwarded to such an active client and a
valuable local block is consec}uently replaced from the client caches. The use of
the server memory to reduce the effect of these incorrect hints woukl bo beneficial.
Furthermore, since the server memory contains young mistakenly replaced blocks,
our hypothesis is that this will increase the use of the server memory more than
if the server memory were used as part of the cooperative cache. Fortunately, the
results in Table 5.7 confirm this hypothesis.
4.5.2

Mechanism

To offset replacement mistakes, the notion of a discard cache is introduced, one that
is used to hold possible replacement mistakes and thus increase the overall cache hit
rate to the server memory. A client chooses to replace a block on a particular target
client because the client believes that the target client contains the oldest block in
the client caches. The target client considers the replacement to be in error if it
does not agree with this a.ssessment.
Two heuristics are used to determine whether the replacement of a block was
erroneous. The first heuristic relates to the type of blocks which are sent to the
discard cache on the server. One possibility is to send all mistakenly replaced blocks
to the server. However, this ignores the fact that mistakenly replacing some types of
blocks does not affect performance. For example, performance would not be affected
if a duplicate copy of a block were to be mistakenly replaced.
Another possibility sends a mistakenly replaced block to the discard cache only if
the block is a singlet, as mistakenly replacing duplicates does not affect performance.
However, in a hint-based system, there is no mechanism to count the luimber of
copies of a block in the client caches. The next possibility leverages the u.se of master
copies in the hint-based algorithm and sends only mistakenly replaced master copy
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blocks to the discard cache. First, the target cheat cliecks whether the replaced
block is a master copy. If the replaced block is not a master copy, tlien the rephiced
block is di.scarded and the replacement is not considered erroneous.
The second heuristic tries to determine whether the replacement was a mistake.
The spectrum of po.ssibilities to rletermine a mistaken replacement is wide.

In

general, possible approaches can be cla.ssified as either pevssimistic or optimistic. The
pessimistic policy would tend to a.ssume that the replacement of a master copy is
in error unless proved otherwise. In contrast, the optimistic policy would be biased
towards declaring the replacement of a master copy to be correct. A pessimistic
policy increases the number of erroneous replacements sent to the discard cache but
at the same time benefits from a higher mmiber of hits to the server memory. The
key in choosing a policy is to ensure that the number of replacement errors does not
overload the server, while at the same time increasing the hit rate on the discard
cache.
To choose an appropriate policy, we experimented with two heuristics. The first
one is optimistic and declares the replacement of a block to be in error if the block
is a master copy and is younger than all blocks in the oldest block list of the client
from which the block is replaced. The second one (pessimistic) is similar to the first
but differs in that a replacement of master copy is declared to be in error if the block
is younger than any of the blocks on the list. In both the.se heuristics, a mistakenly
replaced block is sent to the discard cache: otherwise, the block is di.scarded. During
the course of the sinuilations and prototype measurements, we found that even with
a pessimistic heuristic, the number of replacement errors were low compared to the
number of replacements (Table 6.5). while the server hit rate was higher than that in
other uses of server memory (Table 5.7). This convinced us to go with the pessimistic
heuristic in determining a replacement error, as summarized in Table 4.1.
-A. more informed decision could possibly be arrived at if the clients had more
knowledge about the ages of blocks in the caches of other clients. For e.xample. if
the clients involved in replacement exchanged the ages of the :: oldest blocks in their
respective caches, then the determination of whether the replacement of a block
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is erroneous could be determined more accurately.

However, best-guess replace

ment limits the amount of information exchanged during a replacement process to
minimize overhead. .Moreover, as seen during the simulations and the prototype
measurements, the number of replacement errors were too few to warrant the e.xtra
overhead of higher accuracy in determining replacement errors.
Type of block
Non-master copy
Old master copy
\'oung master copy

Action
Discard
Discard
Send to discard cache

Table 4.1: Discard Cache Policy. This table lists how the liint-biuscd roplaceniont
policy dociclcs which blocks to send to the discard cache. .A. inji-stor copy is old if it is older
than all blocks in the oldest block list, otherwise it is considered young.

The replacement policy in the discard cache is based on the age of the blocks sent
to the discard cache. This means that the discard cache always replaces its oldest
block, even though this oldest block may liave been forwarded to the discard cache
more recently than the remaining blocks in the discard cache. This is to ensure that
mistakenly replaced young blocks have a longer lifetime in the discard cache than
relatively older blocks, irrespective of the order in which the blocks were forwarded
to the discard cache.
4.5.3

Size

The size of the discard cache required to augment effectively the use of hints in
cooperative caching is also of concern. If tlie required size is larger than the average
size of server memories, then the server is unlikely to be useful as a discard cache.
Fortunately, the required size of the discard cache is relatively small at 0(.V) blocks,
where N is the total number of clients in the distributed file system. This result
is derived from tlie properties of best-guess replacement. If the replacement of the
globally LRU block is delayed by 0{N) replacements, then a block younger than
the globally LRU block will be replaced from the discard cache before the globally
LRU block unless the size of the discard cache is at least 0{N) blocks. In fact.
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in both the simulations and the prototype, the server nieinory size was adequate
enough that adding memory did not increase the hit ratio to the discard cache.

4-6

Summary

This chapter presents a new cooperative cacliing algorithm ba.scd on hints. Hints
refer to the probable global state of a distributed file systcnn and are less expensive
to nuiintain than facts. .As long as the benefit of hints e.xceeds the penalty of a feuinaccurate ones, a hint-based .system provides high performance and low overhead.
Every client has lookup hints which refer to the nuister copy of a block which
is that copy directly fetched from the .server. The client obtains the location hints
for the blocks of a file from the last client that opened the file (with help from a
consistency manager). .\ client uses the hints to obtain blocks flirectly from the
caches of other clients.
Hints are also iised to replace blocks from the client caches. .\ client first decides
to forward a block to the cooperative cache only if the block is a master copy,
discarding the block otherwise. If the client decides to forward the block, the target
client which receives the block is the one which has the oldest block in the forwarding
client's oldest block list (a list containing the probable ages of the oldest block on
each client). .A. client maintains the accuracy of this list by exchanging the iige of
its oldest block with that of the target client during a replacement.
Hint-based cooperative caching uses file-based consistency rather than blockbased becau.se it allows clients to acce.ss blocks without contacting a consistency
uuuuiger. The final aspect of the hint-based algorithm is the use of a heuristic to
determine if the replacement of a block from the client caches is a mistake, sending
such mistakenly replaced blocks to a discard cache on the server memory.
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CHAPTER 5
SIMULATION
This chapter ovahiatcs the performance of the hint-based algorithm through
trace-driven simulation. The sinuilation n\sults allow us to gain detailed insight
into the relative performance and overhead of the hint-based algorithm compared
to existing and ideal algorithms. The sinuilation environment is de.scribed first,
followed l)y the criteria for evaluating the algorithms. Finally, the performance and
overhead of all the algorithms are analyzed.

5.1
5.1.1

Simulation Environment
Traces

The algorithms were evaluated using trace-driven simulation based on the traces of
applications running on the Sprite network-based operating system[Baker91]. The
Sprite operating .system ran on a network of about 40 Sun and DEC workstations
and provided a UNIX application interface[Ousterhout8S].

Files in Sprite were

stored in servers and cached by clients, with strong consistency maintained among
the cached copies. One important aspect of these traces with respect to cooperative
caching is that Sprite encouraged sharing of files.
Then> were about 50 Sprite users, distributed among several academic research
groups, and engaging in nuiltiple office and engineering tasks. The traces record the
file accesses of various applications in electronic comnumication. typesetting, editing,
software development. VLSI circuit design and graphics. These applications are still
widely used and are thus not specific to Sprite.
These traces cover four two-day periods, and record three different types of traces:
lookups, file activity and attribute management. The lookup and attribute manage
ment records are not directly relevant to cooperative caching activity and thus not
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used ill our study. TIio file activity records contain file system accesses by applica
tions. such as opening and closing files, and seeking on file descriptors, .\ctual read
and write events were not recorded, but can be inferred from file offsets in other
records.
The traces were restricted to the use of the main file server nllspictt. Table -j.l
shows statistics for the trace periods, while Table 5.2 shows the simulation param
eters.
Trace
Parameter
Block reads
Unique blocks accessed
Active clients

1
27G.628
53..349
32

Period
3
2
2.011.915 2G 1.023
33.063
13.108
24
38

4
343.189
75.273
34

Table 5.1: Trace Period Statistics. This table contains statistics for the four trace
periods. Activc ciiKut.s refers to the number of clients that actually used tlie cooj-'erative
cache during the period.

.Most of the sinuilation parameters are derived from the original study on co
operative caching by Dahlin et al.[DahIin94]. to simplify performance compari.sons.
The access times wore obtained from previously published measurements. .Although
the.se measurement.s were taken around 1994 and are likely to be slow when com
pared to state-of-the-art equipment, they were obtained from real .systems. While
it was po.ssible to update the sinuilation parameters, it would have made it difficult
to compare results with X-chance.
Clients
Client Cache Size
Server Cache Size
Local Latency
Disk Latency
Warm-up Block Accesscs

42
IG .MB
128 .MB
0.25 ms
15.85 ms
400.000

S(>rvers
Consistency
Block Size
Remote Latency
Write policy
Message Latency

1
strong
8 KB
1.25 ms
write-through
0.2nis

Table 5.2: Simulation Parameters. This table describes the environment u.sed to
evahiate the various cooperative caching algorithms. The rows Local Latency. Remote
Latency and Disk Latency refer to the average time to access a file block from the local
cache, cooperative or server cache, and disk respectively.
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The X-chance simulator was obtained from the designers of the algorithm, while
we developed the simulators for the hint-based. GMS and the two ideal algorithms.
The design of the simulator for the .\-chance algorithm assumed write-through
caching and strong consistency with write-invalidation. The same assumptions were
made in the remaining simulators to make sure that there were no important differ
ences in how the sinuilators handled events and to allow for fair comparison.
.A.n important assumption was that there was a single manager handling cen
tralized functions such as consistency and block location. This makes it easier to
measure the manager load imposed by the different .systems, without introducing
an algorithm to distribute the load over nuiltiple managers. This assumption was
al.so made by the designers of the N-chance sinmlator.
The X-chance simulator was modified to incorporate adilirional functionality
u.sed in the xfs file .system[.A.nderson95|. In the modified .system, a manager prefer
entially forwards a request to the client caches instead of a server, improving the
cooperative cache hit ratio and reducing the number of server acce.sses.
.•\s the GMS algorithm does not specify a consistency mechanism, the GMS
simulator used file-based consistency, which was identical to that used in the hintba.sed algorithm for reasons of fairness.
5.1.2

Evaluation Criteria

.\s stressed earlier, the key focus of this dissertation is to evaluate co()p(>rative
caching algorithms in terms of both performance and overhead. Consequently, the
following two metrics are used to evaluate the cooperative caching algorithms:
• Average Block Access Time: This metric is the average time required to
access a file block. The access time is determined by the hit ratios to the
different layers of the storage hierarchy. .Algorithms that make better use of
the local and cooperative caches to avoid disk accesses will have lower access
times. Access time is only measured for block reads because all algorithms
use write-through caches. The average block access time is measured for both
ideal and e.xisting algorithms.
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• Overhead: This metric is the work required to manage the cooperative cache.
The overhead is primarily the messages exchanged between the clients and
the managers to coordinate cooperative caching. The computational overhead
of cooperative cache management is considered negligible: in the simulation
environment, cache management takes about 5 f.LS on an average wliile the
total latency to get a 8 KB block from a remote client cache is around 1.25
ms.
The overhead is broken down into manager load, messages for block lookup
and replacement, and network and client loads. The manager load is e.xpressed
as the number of messages sent and received by the manager. This is a rea
sonable measure of manager load because each message represents work by
the manager to coordinate cooperative caching. The overhead measurements
are not done for ideal algorithms because they are impractical to implement.

5.2

Simulation Results

This section describes the performance and overhead of the cooperative caching
algorithms when simulated using the Sprite traces. These results were first described
in an earlier paper[Sarkar9C]. However there were two bugs that affected some of
the results but fortunately not our conclusions. The first bug was related to the
incorrect processing of the file identifier field in the traces by the simulators for the
hint-based. GMS. Optimal and Global LRU algorithms. This reduced the number
of uniciue file identifiers, and erroneously increased the local cache hit ratio due to
the resultant improved locality. The second bug was related to a version numbering
problem in the sinmlator for the hint-based algorithm which increased the number
of disk accesses at the e.xpense of remote cache hits. The bugs marginally (< l9c)
affected the average block access times in all the trace periods e.Kcept for the second.
In the second period, the average block access time of the affected algorithms was
incorrectly reduced by a factor of three.

The bugs also affected the sensitivity

analysis, revealing a small divergence (5%) between the block access times of the
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liiiit-based and ideal algorithms as seen in Section 5.2.7.
The performance of the algorithms are compared in terms of average block acc-ess
time while the overhead is discussed iising manager load, lookup messages, replace
ment messages, and network and client loads. The effectiveness of the discard cache
is also measured, as is the sensitivity of the block access time to variations in the
sinuilation parameters. All the sinuilation results presented in this chapter ignore
the warm-up block accesses.
5.2.1

Block Access Times
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Figure 5.1: Block Access Time. This figure shows the average block access times for
the N-chance(N). GMS(G). hint-baiod(H). Global LRU(L) and Optimal(O) algorithms for
(!ach period of the Sprite traces. The segments of the bars show the fraction of the block
acccss time contributed bv hits to the local cache, remote caches, server cache, and disk.

Figure 5.1 shows the average block access time for all the algorithms, broken
flown by the time spent in accessing the local cache, remote caches, server cache,
and disk. The average block access times for the GMS and hint-based algorithm are
very close to the ideal algorithms, and they spend similar amounts of time handling
hits to the different levels of the storage hierarchy. The average block access time
of the hint-based algorithm is about 3% worse than that of the other algorithms
in the third period. This working set requirements of this period are sometimes
comparable (as much as 92%) to the aggregate size of the client memories and as a
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rosult. the degree of block movement in and out of the client caches in this period is
relatively higher than that in the other periods. The high degree of block riioveiiient
canses some inaccuracies in block location hints in this particular period, as seen
in Table 5.4. Table 5.3 provides the distribution of hits to the different layers of
the storage hierarchy averaged across all the traces. Overall, the performance of the
hint-based algorithm is particularly encouraging, given that hints can he occasionally
incorrect.
Algorithm
Local
Hit
Remote
Distr. Server
(%)
Disk

.V-chance
-17.2
49.8
0.0
3.0

CMS
45.5
52.5
0.0
2.0

Hint-based
47.3
50.4
0.2
2.1

Global LRL'
47.3
50.9
0.0
1.8

Optimal
47.4
50.9
0.0
1.7

Table 5.3: Distribution of Hits. This figure .shows the distribution of hits {Hit
Distr.) to the different layers of the storage hierarchy for tiie N-chaii(:e(N). GMS(G).
hint-based(H). Global LRU(L) and Optimal(O) algorithms averaged across all the peri
ods of the Sprite traces. The rows Local. Remote. Server and Disk refer to the percentage
of total accesses to the local cache, remote caches, server cache, and disk.

The X-chance algorithm has a higher number of disk acce.sses compared to the
others in all of the trace periods e.xcept for the third. This is caused by X-chance"s
random replacement policy, coupled with the low degree of sharing in these periods.
The probability that a replaced block in a randomly-chosen target client was being
acce.ssed by the clicrit is higher than that in an idle clicnt. The low degree of sharing
nuikes it likely that there are no other copies of the randomly replaced block in
the client ciiches. Consequently, a future acce.ss to the replaced block would likely
result in a disk access. Further evidence of this phenomenon was found by Feeley
et al[Feeley95].
5.2.2

Lookup Messages

The overhead imposed by lookup messages in hint-based cooperative caching de
pends on the accuracy of hints. If a hint is accurate, block lookup takes two mc.ssages; one to send a block request to a client or the server, and one for the client or
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the server to respond with the requested block. If a hint is inaccurate, there is an
additional message for each time the block request is forwarded to another client or
the server.
Period
Hint Correctness(%)
Absolute Correctness(%)
False Negatives(%)

1
99.68
99.77
0.008

2
99.98
99.97
0.010

3
99.07
99.44
0.015

4
99.54
99.33
0.007

average
99.94
99.93
0.010

Table 5.4: Block Location Hint Accuracy. The row Hmt Correctness refers to the
percentage of local cache misses where block location hints correctly deteriniiie thcit the
block is in the client caches. The row Absolute Correctness represents the percentage of
correct block location hints tliat point to the acrtnal location of the block. Tlu; row False
Negatives represents the percentage of local cache misses when the block is in the client
caches but the hints say otherwise. The column average refers to the average for the
categories of hint accuracy across all periods.

The simulations revealed that the block location hints for the client caches are
highly accurate (Table 5.4).

For only 0.0l9c of the local cache nr'.s.ses (averaged

across all periods) is the desired block in the client caches but the hints say otherwise.
Conversely, when a hint says a Ijlock is in the client caches, it is correct for 99.94%
of all local cache inis.scs. Of these correct hints. 99.93% point to the actual location
of the block, while the remaining result in rec[uests being forwarded. The high hint
accuracy and the small imrnber of forwarded recjuests translate into an average of
only 2.001 ± 0.006 messages to perform a block lookup. In comparison, both Xchance and GMS always require .3 messages per block lookup: one to send a block
request to the manager, one for the manager to forward the block reciuest to a client,
and one for the client to respond with the requested block.
5.2.3

Manager Load

The load imposed on the manager is one measure of the overhead of an algorithm.
Figure 5.2 shows the manager load, expressed as the number of messages sent and
received by the manager per block access. This metric allows an estimate of the
load on the manager given block access patterns other than the ones in the traces.
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Figure 5.2: Manager Load. This shows the average manager load of the N-diance(.\').
GMS(G) and hint-based{H) algorithms in the Sprite traces. The manager load is defined
as the number of messages received and sent by the manager per block access. The load
is categorized by its cause: consistency, replacement and lookup.
Tlic manager load is further broken down by the source of the load. Consiatrjiry
messages arc those required to keep block location information up-to-date in the
client caches and this overhead is incurred by all the three algorithms. The Lookup
and Replacement messages are those sent and received by the managers in the GMS
and X-chance algorithms to lookup and replace blocks from the client caches. The
hint-based algorithm does not iuc\ir any manager load for lookup and replacement
as these decisions are taken by clients.
.As can be seen, maiuxging tlie client cache consistency impo.ses a very small load
on the manager. While the choice of a consistency algorithm may affect perfornuuice.
it does not contribute significantly to manager load. File-based consistency is still
important for enabling the u.se of hints for replacement and lookup.
Period
Degree of Sharing
Invalidation Rate

1
1.98
0.008

2
1.85
0.005

3
4.02
0.035

4
2.08
0.01

Table 5.5: Consistency Patterns. The row Degree of Sharing refers to the average
number of copies of a block iu the client caches for each trace period. The row Invalidation
Rate represents the avercige number of invalidations per block access in each trace period.

One further observation is that the consistency traffic per block access is highest

in tlie tliircl period.

This is due to the liigher degree of sharing and increased

invalidation rate in this particular periotl compared to the others(Table 5.5). When
a client obtains a write token for a file, the consistency manager revokes the tokens
from the clients accessing the file and invalidates the file's l)locks from their caches.
The higher degree of sharing implies that relatively more clients are accessing the
.same file block than in other periods. This means that in the event of a write to
the file, the consistency manager needs to contact more clients to invalidate the
file's blocks than in other periods. Furthermore, since the rate of invalidation is also
higher than in other periods, the amount of consistency traffic per block access is
also higher.
Replacement and lookup traffic account for nearly all of the manager load for the
X-chance and GMS algorithms. The clients nuist contact the manager each time a
block is forwarded or lookup is done, whereas the hint-bastxl algorithm allows clients
to perform these functions them.selves. The result is that the manager load is much
higher for X-chance and GMS.
The replacement traffic is higher in X-chance than GMS in all the periods e.xcept
for the third becau.se of the poor performance of the X-chance algorithm as doc-umented in Section 5.2.1. The increased number of disk accesses in these periods in
X-chance compared to GMS also increases the number of replacements needed to
make space for the blocks fetched from the disk, thereby resulting in replacernem
traffic that is higher than that in GMS.
5.2.4

Replacement Messages

Figure 5.2 showed that about half of the X-chance and G.\1S manager loads are
caused by block replacement me.ssages. Figure 5.3 depicts the rnunber of replacement
messages each algorithm recjuires to handle a local cache miss. This metric allows
us to estimate the overhead associated with replacing a block in the client caches
for each algorithm. X-chance and GMS have three sources of replacement messages:
forwarding the block to another client and notifying the manager, notifying the
manager when a block is deleted, and exchanging messages between the clients
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Figure 5.3; Replacement TraifRc. This figure shows tlie iiiimher of replacement mes
sages required per local cache miss in the N-chance(N), GMS(G) and hint-bjised algorithms(H). The messages arc categorized by those recjnired to forward a block, delete a
block, cmd keep track of the number of copies of a block (duplicate avoidance). For Nchance and QMS. this includes two messages per singlet forwarded (one to forward the
block and another to notify the manager), one message per block deleted, tis well the
messages required to keep track of the luiniber of copies of a block. For the hint-biised
algorithm, this includes one message per m;vster copy forwarded. Best-guess replacement
does not need to e.xchange messages with a manager for either duplicate avoidance or
deletion, and a.s a result, incurs no manager load for these functions.
and the manager to dotGrniine when a block should bo di.scardccl vorsu.s forwarded.
Except for the actual forwarding of the block to another client, all messages involve
the manager, increasing its load.

For best-gue.ss replacement, the only me.ssage

reciuired is the one to forward the master copy of a block to another client. Bestgue.ss replacement does not need to e.xchange messages with a manager for either
duplicate avoidance or deletion, and as a result, incurs no manager load for these
functions. This dramatically reduces the total mimher of replacement messages
recjuired per local cache miss for the hint-based algorithm.
Further observing the relative replacement traffic between GMS and X-chance.
the former algorithm .sends a lower number of replacement messages per local cache
miss. .As discussed in Chapter 3.2.2. this is because GMS relies on the manager to
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inform a client only when a block becomes a singlet, while the \-chance algorithm
relies on a client to contact the manager almost every time (989c) the client replaces
a block.
One of the potential drawbacks of the master copy algorithm is that it may un
necessarily forward the master copy of a block to the cooperative cache as described
in Chapter 4.3.1. Although Figure 5.3 shows that best-guess replacement outper
formed the other algorithms, the fraction of forwards that are unnecessary were
measured. .An average of only 1.979c are unnecessary across all periods (Table 5.6).
Period
Unnecessary Forwards

1
2.28

2
1.92

3
3.93

4
1.58

average
1.97

Table 5.6: Unnecessary Forwards. The row Unnecessnrii Fonuards refers to the per
centage of forwards that are not necessary in the hint-based algorithm (i.e. forwards of
nuuiter copy blocks which are deleted before they are down to their l;u>t copy). The col
umn average refers to the average percentage of forwc.rds tliat H-ere luuiecessary across all
periods.

5.2.5

Network and Client Loads

The additional load on the network and clients due to cooperative caching is also
important. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the average and tua.ximum network load due
to cooperative caching. Similarly. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the average and max
imum load on a client due to cooperative caching. .A.s is evident, the throughput
requirement of cooperative caching on the network for all the algorithms is negligible
at less than 49c of the available bandwidth of a 10 Mbps Ethernet network. Simi
larly. the throughput reciuirement on a client for all the algorithms is also negligible
(< 0.059c) when compared to the bandwidths of 20 .\IBps and greater that are avail
able in standard I/O busses. On further inspection, the loads due to cooperative
caching on both the network and clients are higher by a factor of about 20-30 in the
existing algorithms than those in the hint-based algorithm (it is particularly evident
in the second period). This implies that that the existing algorithms are more likely
than the hint-based algorithm to swamp the network and disrupt client activity if
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the bandwidth re([uirernent of applications starts to approach the available network
bandwidth.
5.2.6

Discard Cache

Server Mem
Use Period
Disk Cache
Coop Cache
Di.scard Cache

1
0.12
1.16
1.55

Hit
2
0.47
1.96
2.56

Ratio(%)
3
4
0.22 0.20
0.98 1.35
1.22 1.76

Ave
0.45
1.83
2.46

Block Access Time(ms)
1
2
3
4 1 Ave
3.43 3.22 3.89 3.64 3.23
2.86 2.79 3.22 3.12
2.66 2.58 2.81 2.74 2.57

Table 5.7; Server Memory Uses. This table shows how different uses of the server
tneniory affected the hit ratio of the server lucinory and the average block access time of
the hint-based system. Server memory is used ;i.s either a traditional disk cache. part of
the cooperative cache, or as a discard cache. The results are shown for each of the trace
periods
well as the average across all [)eriods in the column Ave.

The server memory represents a valuable resource to the system and at 128 MB
it constittites a large fraction of the system's total memory. The hint-based system
uses the server memory as a discard cache to mask mistakes made by the l^est-gness
replacement policy. There are other possible u.ses for the server memory, including
as a traditional server cache and as a portion of the cooperative cache, as di.scussed
in Chapter 4.5.1.
The default IG MB client cache size used in the sinudations makes it difficult to
measure the effectiveness of the discard catlic. The aggregate client memory size
greatly exceeds the working set size of applications and as a result, few accesses go
to the .server. Thus, to measure the effectiveness of the discard cache, the sizes of
the client caches and server cache were rerluced to 4 MB and 16 MB respectively,
and we reran simulations of the hint-based algorithm with the different uses of the
server memory over the same traces. Reducing the cache sizes makes the aggregate
client memory size comparable to the working set rec[uirements of client applications.
These cache sizes increase the miss ratios on the local and cooperative caches, and
therefore the number of server accesses.
The results are shown in Table 5.7 and indicate that when the server memory is
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used as a server cache, it has a very low hit ratio of 0.45% (averagefl over all periods)
bocause most of the blocks in the server memory are duplicated in the client caches.
This results in an average block access time of .3.23 nis. If the .server memory is
instead used as part of the cooperative cache, old blocks with no duplicates are
forwarded to the cooperative cache on the server memory and consequently, the hit
ratio increases by nearly a factor of 4 to 1.839c. causing the block access rime to
drop to 2.77 ms. Using the server memory as a discard cache results in forwards of
only young mistakenly replaced master copies to the discard cache, which further
increases the hit ratio to 2.469c and reduces the block access time by nearly lO'/c to
2.57 ms.
5.2.7

Sensitivity

The anahsis presented in the previous sections was based on a single system con
figuration. in which the mimber of clients, client cache size, number of servers, and
other parameters were fixed. .Although the hint-based algorithm performed well unfler the cho.sen configuration, its sensitivity to variations in the environment is also
important. This section presents the sensitivity of the block access time and the
manager load to two environmental variables; the client cache size and the fraction
of the clients that actively u.se the cooperative cache. The.se changes allow us to
sinuilate the effect of memory-intensive workloads by changing the aggregate size of
the client memories relative to the working set recpurements of client applications.
5.2.7.1

Client Cache Size Sensitivity

Figure 5.8 shows the average block access time across all the trace periods as the
client cache size is varied from 4 MB to 16 MB. The remaining system parameters
are the same as those shown in Table 5.2. .A. smaller client cache increases the load
on cooperative caching in two ways: first, it increases the local cache miss ratios
and therefore accesses to the caches of other clients: and second, it reduces the size
of the cooperative cache. Even with 4 MB caches the algorithms do a good job of
finding and using the available idle memory, producing block access times that arc
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Figure 5.8; Access Time vs. Cache Size. This figure shows the average block access
time for the algorithms ;is a function of the cHent cache size.
close to tliat of Optimal. Tlie exception is the X-chance algcn'ithm. whose policy of
randomly forwarding blocks hurts performance when the working set size of client
applications starts to approach tlie aggregate size of the client memories.
The average block access time of the hint-based algorithm is about

worse

than that of the ideal algorithms when the client cache size is reduced to 4 MB.
This deviation is e.xpected to grow as the client cache size is reduced further, because
block location hints tend to become increasingly inaccurat(> as the effective; size of
the cooperative cache is reduced compared to the working set refiuirernents of client
applications.
If we consider the manager load for the existing and hint-l)ased algorithms, a
different picture emerges. .\s Figure .5.9 indicates, the manager load for the existing
fact-based algorithms almost quadruples wlien the cache size is reduced from 16
•MB to 4 MB. The decrease in cache size increases accesses to remote client caches
and the server, causing increased manager load in X-chance and GMS. In contrast,
the manager load in the hint-based algorithm is lower by as iinich as .30 times than
that in the existing algorithms because most cooperative cache decisions do not
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Figure 5.9: Manager Load vs. Cache Size. This figure shows the tnaiiager load
(managor messages per block access) for the algorithms iis a function of the client cache
size.
involve the manager. Thus, while the average block access time of the hint-based
algorithm diverges marginally (o9f.) from that of the ideal algorithms as cache sizes
are reduced, the manager load is substantially lower (30 times) than those of the
existing fact-based algorithms.
5.2.7.2

Active Client Sensitivity

The sensitivity of the block access time to the fraction of clients that are using the
cooi)erative cache is also important. Increasing the fraction of clients that use the
cooperative cache increases the demand for memory, and also decreases the effective
cooperative cache size compared to the working set requirements of client applica
tions. This combined effect increases the importance of managing the cooperative
cache efficiently. Figure 5.10 shows the average block access times of the algorithms
for the second period as the fraction of clients that used the cooperative cache was
increased from 50% to 75% (doing this for the remciining periods without altering
workload was difficult). As is evident, the block access time of the X-chance algo
rithm declines at a faster rate than that of the remaining algorithms as the fraction
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Figure 5.10: Access Time vs. Active Clients. This figure shows the average block
access time for the algorithms as function of the fraction of clients that used the coop
erative cache during the period. The fraction of clients using the cooperative cache w;us
varied by removing idle client trace records from the trace. Due to the difficulty in doing
this without affecting the workload behavior, only the second period waa used.
of clients using the cooperative cache increases. Again, this is due to the random
forwarding of blocks to other clients in X-chance. The remaining algorithms all have
block access times close to that of Optimal, while the hint-based algorithm shows
the same marginal divergence from the ideal algorithms as in the previous sensitivity
experiment. Similarly, the manager load for the hint-based algorithm is 30-50 times
lower tlian that of the existing algorithms (Figure 5.11) because the increased traffic
to the cooperative cache also increase.s the manager load in X-chance and G.\IS.

5.3

Summary

This chapter presents trace-driven simulation results which compare the perfor
mance and overhead of the proposed hint-based algorithm with those of the existing
and ideal algorithms. The traces were obtained from applications running on a
cluster of about 40 workstations and taken over four two-day periods.
The algorithms were measured using two separate criteria. The first was the

Percentage of Clients
Using Cooperative Caclie

Figure 5.11; Manager Load vs. Active Clients. This figtire sliows the manager load
(manager messages per block access) for tiie algorithms as a function of the fraction of
clients that used the cooperative cache during the period. The fraction of clients using
the cooperative cache was varied by removing idle client trace records from the trace. Due
to the difficulty in doing this without affecting the workload behavior, only the second
period wjis used.
average block acx-ess time, which inea.surcs how successful an algorithm is in in
creasing hits to the local and cooperative caches. The second criteria was overhead
which measures the work done by the manager in terms of messages in managing
the cooperative cache.
The important results from the simulation are summarized below:
• The block access times of the hint-based algorithm match those of the e.xisting
and ideal algorithms over all the four periods of the traces.
• Over all the periods, when a hint says that a block is present in the cooperative
cache, it is correct for 99.949c of all local cache misses.
• The manager load in the hint-based algorithm was substantially lower (30
times) than that in the existing algorithms.
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• The evaluation of the discard cache c\.s a use for the server memory reveals
that the hit ratio is the highest at 2.4C% among all uses of server memory.
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CHAPTER 6
IMPLEMENTATION
Tliis chapter evaluates the hint-based algorithm by measuring a prototype's per
formance. The prototype allows us to test the algorithm with a workload generated
i)y real users and observe the potential benefits. .A prototype also enables us to val
idate the results obtained from the simulations presented in the previous chapter.
Finally, the prototype gives insight into the complexity of implementing a hint-based
algorithm.
The chapter presents the details of the prototype implementation, and then
discusses the differences between the prototype and the hint-based algorithm. This
is followed by a description of the measurements ol)tained from the prototype over
the period of one week. The measurements include the client activity profile of
workstations in the cluster, the average block access time as compared to .\FS. the
overhead in the cluster as well as the performance of the various design decisions in
the hint-based algorithm.

6.1

Prototype

The prototype was implemented on a cluster of machines miming Linu.x v2.().23
[Beck96] and NFS v2[Sandberg85]. The Linu.x kernel was modified to support hintbased cooperative caching.

The extensions to the Linux kernel added about 10

KB to a 390 KB kernel. The kernel extensions are discussed with respect to block
lookup, replacement, cache consistency and discard caching. As mentioned above,
clients and servers communicated using XFS. while inter-client communication used
the SunRPC protocol[Sun88j.
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6.1.1

Block Lookup

The location mechanism in hint-based algorithm does not use features specific to
any operating system and thus there was no need for niodificatioris tailored to the
Linux kernel.
The composition of a block location hint is shown in Table G.l.

The block

location hints are indexed by the Block Identifier. The entry Cache Location points
to the location of a block present in a client's cache. If the block is not pre.sent
in the cache, the entry Client contains the identity of the client possibly having
the block. Clients are identified by name and a machine uses the DXS naming
service to resolve the client name to the correct network address. The entry Source
contains the identity of the server or the client from which a block was obtained,
thus enabling the client caching the block to determine if the block is a master copy.
The entry Boot Identifier (zonVcxhia the boot identifier of the client referred to in the
entry Client, and is used to determine whether the client was rebooted since the
hint was obtained, as described in Section 6.1.1.2.
Block Identifier

Cache Location

Client

Source

Boot Identifier

Table 6.1: Block Location Hints. The table describes the format of the block location
hints. Further explanation is available in Section 6.1.1.

Each client maintains a cache of these block location hints. The.se hints are
obtained from other clients when a client opens a file, as described in Section 4.2.1.
Block location hints are deleted if the client is informed that the block referred to
by the hint has been deleted or invalidated. However, the hint cache grows in size
because the rate at which new blocks arc referenced by clicnts is faster than the rate
at which existing blocks are invalidated or deleted. Consequently, the hint cache
is pruned using LRU when the size of the cache exceeds a given threshold. This
threshold is an operating system parameter that can be changed at runtime.
The remaining implementation issues were uniquely identifying a block in the
client caches, and dealing with occasional client reboots and component failures.
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6.1.1.1

Block Identification

In a cooperative-caching file system. cUents provide blocks to other clients from
their caches. As servers in a distributed file system might have overlapping block
address splices, it is important that a request to a client for a block nmst uniciuely
identify the block in the distributed file system. Complicating this fact is that a
Linux NFS client inde.xt?s a block in its file cache using the memory address of the
inode of the block's file. .A.s the memory address of the inode of a file is not uniciue
across clients, there needs to be a different indexing mechanism to locate a block in
the client caches.
The block identifier used in the location hints relies on tlie triplet (Server. File
IdcTitifier. Offset) to uniquely identify a block in the client caches. .A.s in clients,
the server is identified by its name and the client uses the DXS service to resolve
the name to the correct network address. This triplet is sufficient as a block from a
particular server is uniquely identified in .\FS by the identifier of the file to which
the block belongs and the offset of the block within the file.
The sequence of steps for a cooperative cache lookup in Linux is shown in Fig
ure 6.1. Whenever a Linux application needs a block, the kernel calls readpatje to
check if the block is in the cache. If the block is not present in the cache and belongs
to a .\FS-niounted filesysteni. the readpage routine calls iifs.rcadpafje . This routine
then checks the hint cache to determine where the block is located in the coopera
tive cache, and sends a request for the block to the appropriate client. The client
receives this request for a cooperative cache block using a njsd daemon thread. This
thread then checks with the hint cache to get the location of the block in the client's
cache. If the receiving client has the block in its file cache, the block is sent to the
reciuesting client. If the receiving client does not have the block, the hint cache may
contain the identity of another client possibly having the block. In this case, the
receiving client forwards the request for the block to this new client. Otherwise, the
receiving client forwards the rec^uest for the block to the server.
There is no limit to the number of times a request can be forwarded from one
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Figure G.l; Block Lookup in Linux. The figure shows the sequence of kernel routines
called in Linux to lookup a block in the cooperative cache.
clicnt to another.

However, it is conceivable that the forwarded reciuests could

add to the network load when there is a lot of block movement in and out of the
client caches. One possibility is to limit the forwarding of requests between clients
whenever the network load exceeds a threshold, directing forwarded requests to the
server from then on. However, this needs to be investigated further and is a nuitter
of future study.

6.1.1.2

Client Reboots

Clients are occasionally rebooted, clearing their caches. This creates incorrect hints
that refer to the now-empty cache, and lowers the accuracy of hints in other clients.
It is important to incorporate the effect of rebooting into the design of a cooperativecaching system so that hint accuracy is not adversely affected.
The incorrect hints are largely eliminated by incorporating a boot identifier in
each clicnt which is incremented whenever a client is rebooted. A block location hint
is tagged with the boot identifier of the client to which the hint refers. When a client
reboots, its boot identifier changes. Other clients learn this new boot identifier when
they request block location hints from the rebooted client. To eliminate an incorrect
block location hint, a client checks if the boot identifier of the client referred to by
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the hint is tlie most current one and discards the hint if the test fails. .A.s the
propagation of block identifiers is piggybacked on existing traffic, this mechanism
iini)Oses minimal overhead on block lookup.
6.1.1.3

Client and Manager Failure

The lookup algorithm uses a lazy approach to handle client failure. A client detects
that another client has failed when messages sent to the client are not acknowledged
within a specified timeout period. If a client detects that another client has failed,
then the client assumes that the failed client is unavailable and ignore.s all location
and replacement hints that refer to the failed client. Once the failed client comes
back up. it contacts the nuinager which provides the client with a list of clients in
tlie distributed file system. The client then gradually contacts the clients on the
list as directed by its location and replacement hints. The contacted clients then
resume comnumication with this previously-failed client. The disadvantage of this
lazy policy is that a client may remain unaware that a failed client is back up due
to lack of contact. A heartbeat protocol would remedy this disadvantage but the
overhead would be higher.
The lookup algorithm is also the only part of the hint-based cooperative caching
algorithm that deals with a manager. Clients deal with manager failure similarly
to the way they deal with client failure. A client detects that a nuuiager has failed
when requests for hints are not acknowledged within a specified timeout period.
When a client detects that a manager has failed, the client stops contacting the
manager. On being restarted, the manager contacts all clients in the list of clients
in the distributed file system. The contacted clients then resume communication
with the manager.
6.1.2

Replacement

There were two minor differences between the implementation and the hint-based
algorithm. The first was that the discussion of the replacement algorithm in Chap
ter 4.3 assmned LRU cis the replacement policy for a client's local file cache. In
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contrast. Linux uses Global Clock (described in Section 2.5.1) rather than LRU to
choose blocks for replacement. While LRU discards the block which has been refer
enced the least recently from a cache. Global Clock chooses one of a set of candidate
blocks which have not been referenced recently and thus does not follow an e.\act
LRU order in replacing blocks from a cache. Hence, the results obtained from the
implementation may not be identical to that from the siimdation. The effect of
not using an exact LRU order in Global Clock is hard to predict without detailed
workload information. However both theory and practice suggest that the extent of
deviation of Global Clock from LRU is minimal[Easton79. \belker97].
The .second difference between the simulation and the implementation is the use
of a threshold to trigger replacement in Linux. In the simulation, a client triggers
the replacement policy when its file cache is full and the client needs to make space
for a new block. In contrast. Linux triggers the kswapd daemon when the munber
of free blocks in its file cciche falls below a threshold frec-patjesJow: the daemon
then replaces blocks from its cache until the munber of free blocks e.xceeds the
threshold free.pagesJiigh.. This difference does not affect the; order in which blocks
are replaced from a client's cache, but does affect the time of replacement. As a
result, this difference should not have a significant effect on {)erformance.
The replacement algorithm in hint-based cooperative caching is independent of
manager fciilures and deals with client failures as described in Section G.I.L3.
6.1.3

Consistency

.A .S cooperative caching can work with any consistency mechanism, integrating the
hint-based cooperative-caching algorithm with NFS was not a problem. .\FS adopts
a client-driven consistency where the clients keep their caches up-to-date by peri
odically checking with the XFS server. While this means that the client caches can
be temporarily inconsistent, the implication for cooperative caching is that clients
can sometimes get stale blocks from other clients, as discussed in Chapter 2.6.1..
Consequently, the number of accesses to stale copies of a block will be higher than
that in the sinmlation which uses strong consistency.
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The granularity of consistency in \FS is also suited for hint-based cooperative
caching. NFS keeps consistency in terms of tiles, which is ideal for the use of hints iis
clients do not need to frequently communicate with a manager to ensure consistency.
On the other hand, it would be difficult to incorporate the N-cliance algorithm into
NFS as N-chance requires block-based consistency.
6.1.4

Discard Cache

The discard cache could not be located in the server memory because of the con
straints imposed by the testbed. The server ran a proprietary operating system and
there was no license to modify the source code to incorporate the discard cache. In
addition, the server provided uninterruptible Hie service for instructional purposes,
as a result of which there was no possibility of kernel development in the server.
Similarly, there was no possibility of using the .server as part of the cooperative
cache.
However, the utility of the discard cache was extrapolated by designating an
idle machine to serve as the host for an independent discard cache. The number of
forwards to the discard cache and the hit rate on the discard cache was monitored
to measure its effectiveness. .\n independent discard cache incurs extra overhead
as clients may have to clieck both the discard cache and the server in sequence
to locate a mistakenly replaced master copy, while a discard cache in the .server
memory would require only one check with the server to locate the block. The
extra overhead caused by an independent fliscard cache depends on the number of
unsuccessful accesses to the discard cache, but fortunately the results documented
in Section G.4.6 indicate that this traffic was negligible.
6.1.5

Miscellaneous

Finally, ivs the server ran a proprietary operating system and did not provide the
necessary statistics, it was not possible to measure server cache hits. .A.s a result,
server accesses were not segregated into cache and disk accesses. .Another implication
of this was the inability to compare a traditional server cache with the di.scard cache.
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6.2

Experimental Setup

The rneasuremcnt of iho prototype was done on a cluster of 8 Pentium client work
stations over the period of one week. Each workstation was a 200 MHz Pentium
Pro running Linux and XFS. connected by 100 Mbps switched Ethernet. The work
stations were located on the desktops of faculty and students. The workstations
rose.wood ppJican. blackoak. delp/iin. carta and ornrjja were used by students and
had 64 MB of memory.

Tlie workstations roadrumier and cicadd were used by

faculty and luxd 128 MB of memory.
The server was a Network .Appliance F520 machine with 128 MB of memory and
4 MB of X\'RAM[Hitz94]. .A.11 the data files and most of the Linux binaries were
stored in the server. The remaining Liinix binaries were stored in the local disk of
each workstation because they were required during bootup time. Typical appli
cations run on the cluster ranged from word processing, editing, operating system
development and compiler benchmarking[.\Iosberger96. Proebsting97]. There was a
single manager running on roseAvood which cooi-clinated the cooperative cache.
Local Memory Latency
Remote Memorv Latencv
Server Access Latency
Forward Latency
Block Size

0.1 rns
0.5 rns
12 rns
0.5 nis
4 KB

Table 6.2: Experimental Setup Parameters. This table lists the average access times
and block size in the experimental setup. The average times to fetch a 4 KB block in the
local cache, the cache of another client and the server are shown in the rows Local Memorij
Latimcy. Remote Memonj Latencyiind Server Accesa Latericy. The average roundtrip time
for forwarding a block using kernel-level SunRPC is shown in the row Forward Latency.
The block size and average access times are shown in Table 6.2. The average
times to fetch a 4 KB block in the local cache, the cache of another client and
the server are shown in the rows Local Memory Latency, Remote Memorij Latency
and Server Access Latency. These latency values were the average to fetch 10.000
blocks from each layer of the storage hierarchy.

The server access latency was

measured repeatedly to even out differences at different times of the day and week.
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Measurements of individual accesses could not be obtained ius the Linux kernel
did not support a microsecond timer. The average roundtrip time for forwarding a
block using kernel-level SunRPC was also measured by taking the average for 10.000
messages and is shown in the row Forward Latency.

6.3

Methodology

Measurements were collected on every workstation at 1-5 minute intervals.

The

measurements included the hits to the layers of the storage hierarchy, forwards to
the cooperative cache, forwarded block location recjuests. deletes, hint requests, hint
accuracy among others.
The criteria used to evaluate the hint-based cooperative caching file system is
similar to that used in the simulation. First, the benefit of hint-based cooperative
caching was measured by estimating the average block access time with and without
cooperative caching. To measure whether hint-ba.sed cooperative caching disrupted
the network and client activity, the overhead of maintaining hints in the distributed
file system was also monitored. Finally, each of the various design decisions taken
in hint-based cooperative caching was individually evaluated.

The utility of the

discard cache was extrapolated by designating an idle machine to serve as the host
for an independent discard cache.

6.4
6.4.1

Prototype Measurements
Client Activity Profiles

To understand better the performance of the file system, it is important to get an
idea of the activity profile of every client. The average composition of each client's
cache is shown in Figure 6.2. There are two observations to be made. First, the ratio
between the number of local and global blocks depended on the level of activity of
clients. Highly active clients such as carta had a larger fraction of local blocks and
a smaller fraction of global blocks. By the same token, mostly idle clients such

cis

cicada had a correspondingly larger fraction of global blocks and a smaller fraction
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Figaro G.2; Client Cache Composition. This ftgurc shows the coiiipositioii of the
caches in the chents. The legends Local Master. Global and Local Non-master iiuhcate
tlie average number of local master copy blocks, global blocks, and local non-injustcr copy
blocks in each client.

of local blocks.
Second, the average percentage of local non-master copy blocks (local blocks
fetciied from other clients instead of the server) in the client caches was around
27.5%. This percentage is comparable to the average percentage of local master
copy blocks (local blocks fetched directly from the server) which is 33.6%. This
indicates that a substantial portion of tlie local blocks were obtained from other
clients instead of the server. This implies that clients were able to u.se the cooperative
cache effectively as a result of sharing or using idle memory in the distributed file
.system.
6.4.2

Benefit of Hint-based Cooperative Caching

To measure the benefit of hint-based cooperative caching, the average block access
time was estimated with and without cooperative caching. To conipen.sate for the
lack of support for a microsecond timer in the Linux kernel, the average block
access time was calculated from the distribution of reads to the various layers of the
storage hierarchy and the average times needed to access each layer. The average
block access time with cooperative caching includes the time due to extra remote
client accesses caused by forwarded recpiests.
-Measuring the average block access time without cooperative caching is compli
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cated because it must be estimated from the prototype measurements. The straight
forward way to estimate the average block access time without cooperative caching
is to replace the remote cache accesses with server accesses. However, this ignores
the fact that the cooperative cache can reduce the size of the local cache and in turn,
the local cache hit ratio. Since it is difficult to measure the extent to which the local
cache hit ratio is affected by the cooperative c-ache. the worst case assumption was
taken that each forward to a client replaced a local block and therefore decreased
the number of local cache hits by one. causing an extra server acce.ss. Thus if the
number of local blocks in a client decreased over a time period, each forward to the
client in that time period was assumed to be responsible for replacing a local block
and therefore reduced the number of local cache hits by one. causing an extra server
access in that time period.
To illustrate the above, assume the following variables for a particular time
period i at a client in the distributed file .system:
/,_i

=

luimber of local blocks at the end of time period / — 1

/,

=

number of local blocks at the end of time period i

;/),

=

number of local blocks fetched during time period i

f,

= expected number of local blocks at the end of time period i
(without taking replacements into account)

/,

=

the number of blocks forwarded to the client during time period i

Then if replacements are not taken into account, the expected number of local blocks
at the end of time period i is the sum of the number of local blocks fetched during
time period i and the number of local blocks present at the end of time period i — 1:
e, = /,_i +
Then if .r, is the reduction in the number of local blocks in time period i:
^ _ I e, - /,

if e, > /,

I 0

otherwise

Then, the reduction in the number of local blocks due to replacements caused by
forwarded global blocks in time period i is given by c/,;
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f/, = r n i n { x t . f i )

This reduction in the number of local blocks clue to cooperative caching (i.e. for
warded global blocks) in time period i is used to compute the number of local cache
hits and .server hits in time period i if no cooperative caching is used. If
represent the number of local cache hits, cooperative cache hits and server hits in
time period i when cooperative caching is u.sed. then the number of local cache liits
and server hits in time period i. without cooperative caching is given by /• and s\\

/( = /, + di
c, — (I I
L'sing the above e.Ktrapolation. Table 6.3 shows that the the average block acce.ss
time for all machines with cooperative caching was 1.01 ms. which was 8o9c faster
than the average block access time without cooperative caching. This estimation
used worst case assumptions; on the other hand if an optimistic assumption was
made that cooperative caching did not affect the local cache hit ratios, then the
average block access time with cooperative caching would be 90% faster than the
average block acce.ss time without cooperative caching. In reality, the percentage
difference between the average block access times with and without cooperative
caching would be somewhere in between the optimistic and pessimistic analysis
figures. .N'evertheless. this difference was mainly due to the fact that almost half
of all local cache misses hit in the caches of other clients, reducing server acce.s.ses
by the same amount. The result corroborates previous results[Dahlin94| and shows
that cooperative caching can reduce the average block acce.ss time in XFS by nearly
a factor of two.
6.4.3

Overhead

The effect of hint-based cooperative caching on the network and client activity is
a concern. The effect is primarily duo to the overhead messages to manage the
cooperative cache which include hint requests to managers and clients, the e.xtra
accesses due to incorrect block location hints, and the forwards to the cooperative
cache. .Another concern is the overhead imposed on a client due to servicing requests
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Local Hits
[Hit Ratio(7c)]
Machine
blackoak
carta
cicada
delphin
ornefja
pelican
roadruTiner
roacwood

total

416183[78]
1474668[87]
58094[97]
71.5714f85]
3.39191 [87]
60808[67]
187806[87]
146402[94]
3398866[8ol
No
Local Hits
[Hit Ratio(9c)]

Machine
blackoak
carta
cicada
delphiii
OTiicga
pelican
roadnimicr
rosewood

total

417278[78
1474693[S7]
.58186[97]
716956[86]
340-500 [87]
64472[71]
1S9387[87]
147689[95]
3407065[8G]

Cooperative Caching
Remote Hits Server Access
[Hit Ratio(%)]
Hits
Time
(ms)
59250 [50]
58933
1.46
116199[52] 106141
0.87
1076[52]
991
0.30
61692[50]
61270
1.00
22517[43]
29210
1.01
12873[43]
16826
2.37
9194 [32]
19676
1.20
5737[63]
0.37
3313
288538[49] 296360
1.01
Cooperative Caching
Remote Hits Server Access
[Hit Ratio(%)]
Hits
Time
(ms)
117088
2.71
22315
1.66
1975
0.49
121720
1.83
50418
1.63
3.52
26035
27289
1.60
7813
0.70
576699
1.82

Improv-ement
C/c)
78.09
86.90
61.72
85.49
86.77
71.23
.33.46
89.40
85.-32

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Table 6.3; Block Read Access Time. This table shows the estimated block access time
witli and without cooperative caching. The colunms Local Hits. Remote Hits and Server
Hits indicate tlie number of references to the local cache, the caches of other clients and
the server cache in the csises with and without cooperative caching. The column ^cre.s.sTime contains the average block access time with and without cooperative caching. The
column Improvement refers to the percentage improvement obtained in the average block
access time if cooperative caching is added to NFS. The row total refers to the cunmlative
behavior of all clients.
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Figure 6.3: Average Rate of Overhead Messages. Thi.s figure .shows the average
rat(; of overhead messages processed by all the cheiits. The legends Location and Replace
ment refer to the overhead due to block lookup and replacement traffic. The sub-c:ategory
of location overhead that involves comnumication with the manager is given by the leg
end Location-Manager. The remainder of the location overhead is shown by the legend
Location-Other. The column total refers to the cumulative averagt; overhead of all clients.
for cache blocks.
Figure 6.3 shows the average rate of overhead messages processed by the clients.
.\ote that there is no overhead due to consistency because the manager does not
enforce strong consistency and allows files to become temporarily inconsistent ac
cording to NFS conventions. Figure 6.4 documents the ma.\imuin rate of overhead
me.ssages processed by the clients during one week.
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Figure 6.4; Maximum Rate of Overhead Messages. This figure shows the nicixinunn
rate of overhead messages processed by all the clients during one week. The column total
refers to the cumulative maximimi overhead of all clients.
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Tlio conclusion is that the rate of overhead messages in any client was not sig
nificant. The average overhead message size was 2.218 bytes, and the cumulative^
average and maximum throughput requirement was 35 and 75o Kbps. Even on a 10
Mbps shared Ethernet network, the maximum throughput reciuirement represents a
small percentage (7.5%) of the available network bandwidth.
Further measurements revealed the possibility of reducing the number of location
messages if the functionality of the manager is incorporated into the NFS server.
The number of hint reciuests to clients (518.G9C) was half the number of ine.ssages
sent to the manager (1.003.742). This is becau.se a client contacts the manager on
every file open even if the client was the last to the open the file and had the most
current location hints related to the file. The number of me.ssages could be reduced
if the functionality of the manager is incorporated into the .\'FS server. Whenever
a XFS client contacts the server to open a file, tliere would be no need for an extra
message to the manager.
Finally, the overhead rate of servicing block requests in the clients was measured
(Figure G.5). The measurements indicated that block service requests to clients
imposed of an average throughput requirement of 2.25 ± 0.5 Kbps on the clients,
negligible (< 0.01%) compared to the l)andwidths of 20 MBps and greater found
in standard I/O busses. Even the niaxinuirn throughput re([uirement recorded in a
client at 738 Kbps is a mere 0.5% of the l)andwidths of such I/O l)u.sses. The disrup
tions observed in GMS[\'oelker97] were not seen ijecause clients with idle memory
were largely inactive (Figure 6.2). In contrast. G.MS clients with idle memory acted
as remote memory .servers to applications running outside the CMS cluster and
thereby incurred heavier load.
6.4.4

Block Location Hints

To evaluate the accuracy of block location hints, we tried to ascertain whether hintbased cooperative caching was able to locate blocks present in the caches of other
clients (Tal)le 6.4). As can be seen, on an average, hints correctly determined that
a block was in the client caches in about 98% of the local cache misses. Of these
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Figure C.o; Average Rate of Block Service. This figure shows tJic average? rate of
block service r(xiuests (Kbps) processed by the clients during one week. The error bars
show the standard deviation of the distribution of block service requests to each client.
The column total refers to the average overhead of all clients.
correct hints. 97.72% pointed to the actual location of the block in the client cache.s.
.A.1 .so. in only 0.239c of the local cache rni.s.scs was the block in the cooperative cache
but the hint.s said otherwi.se. This result is almost identical to that obtained from
the sinuilation.
The results also showed that tagging block location hints with client hoot identi
fiers solved the problem of reboots. To test this hypothesis, experiments were done
without using client boot identifiers. These results showed that with a similar rate
of rebooting, the block location hint accuracy dropped to about SO'/c.
.A .s a final measure, the average number of messages recjuired for lilock lookup
was found to be 2.002 ± 0.00135. demonstrating that looku[) reciuosts were rarely
forwarded.
6.4.5

Best-guess Replacement

To investigate the performance of best-guess replacement, the measurements focused
on whether or not best-guess replacetiient was removing the least valuable blocks
from the client caches.
One way to do this is to compare the age of blocks replaced from the client
caches to the ages of blocks present in the client caches. However, as Linu.x does

ino
Workstation

Hint
Correctness

Absolute
Correctness

False
Negatives

97.86
97.98
95.51
96.18
95.79
93.35
97.01
92.79
87.72

m
0.25
0.22
0.15
0.37
0.55
0.36
0.26
0.39
0.23

(%)
hlackoak
carta
cicada
delpfiin
omega
pelican
roadranner
rosewood
total

98.71
98.57
96.87
97.76
97.48
97.44
98.62
96.48
98.23

Table 6.4: Accuracy of Block Location Hints. The row Hint Correctness refers
to the percentage of local cache misses where block location hints correctly determine
that the block is in the client caches. The column Absolute Correctness represents the
percentage of correct block location hints that point to the actual location of the block.
The colunui False Ncytitives represents the percentage of local cache misses when the block
is in the client caches but the hints say otherwise. The row total refers to the couibiiietl
hint accuracy of all clients.
not maintain the age of blocks in its file cache, this was not possible.
The accuracy of best-guess replacement was evaluated by monitoring the activity
of clients which were the targets of high rates of forwards from other clients. The
activity of a client was estimated ba.sed on the luimber of forwards from that client,
as replacing blocks from the client caches is a definite sign of activity. The activity
forwards of a client are the number of forwards from a client during the time when
the client itself is the target of high rates of forwards from other clients. If the
client has a relatively high number of activity forwards, it means that the client
was busy when it was the target of forwards from other clients.

In contrast, a

relatively low number of activity forwards indicates that the client was idle when it
was the target of forwards from other clients. To represent this better, the foruiard
ratio of a client is defined as the ratio of tlie activity forwards of the client to the
total number of forwards from the client. A small forward ratio indicates that the
client was idle when there was a high rate of forwards to that client, implying high
accuracy in best-guess replacement. On the other hand, if best-guess replacement
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Figure G.6: Accuracy of Best-Guess Replacement. This figure cienionstrates the
accuracy of best-guess replacement. The forward ratio of a client is the ratio of the
luunber of forwards during the time when the client is the target of high rates of forwards
to the total number of forwards from the client. The legends FatOO. FaSOO and FalOOO
represent the forward ratio of each client when the client w;is the target of forwards at
rates greater than 100. 500 and 1000 per hour respectively. The cohnnn total refers to the
combined forward ratios of all clients.
was making mistakes in replacing the least valuable blocks from the client caches,
thou the forward ratio would be high as active clients would erroneously becoinc the
target of forwards.
Figure 6.6 shows the forward ratio of each client during the experiment. Since
the definition of high rates of forwards to a client is subjective, a high rate is de
fined as one greater than the following spectrum of forward rates to a client: 100.
500 and 1000 per hour. While these rates of forwards to a client are low (< 1 for
ward/second) and therefore unlikely to cause disruption in tlie client, these rates
arc chosen conservatively to reveal whether best-guess replacement was making even
the slightest mistakes in forwarding blocks to active clients. .A. higher threshold for
the forward rate to a client makes it less likely the client was actively forwarding
blocks during the period of high rate of forwards and conseciuently. the forward ratio
decreases as the threshold rate increases.
Overall, the forward ratio of all clients was low at 0.2-1.1% during the periods
of high rates of forwards. This means that clients were rarely busy when they were
the target of high rates of forwards and best-guess replacement was doing a good
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job of selocting the target client. In fact, the ma.xinnini olwerved forward ratio \va.s
only 2.5%. assuming a forward rate of 100 per hour or greater.
6.4.6

Discard Cache

L'sing the client cache sizes in Figure 6.2. the average sizes of the client caches were
summed up to determine the average working .set size of all the applications ruiming
in the cluster. While this analysis optimistically a.ssumed that the entirety of the
client caches was being accessed, the analysis gave an upi>er bound on the average
working .set size. The aggregate size of the client memories (C40 .MB) was found to
exceed the average working set size of all the applications( 150 MB). This led to the
hypothesis that the discard cache was unlikely to he useful in such circ\imstances. To
test this hypothesis, the number of replacements, replacement errors (replacements
of master copy blocks in a client which are yotmgor than any block in the oldest
block list of the client) and hits to the discard cache were measured.
Workstation

blackoak
carta
cicada
delphin
omega
pelican
roadrunner
rosewood
total

Replace-ments
5560
534
155403
20554
55203
39133
112896
38937
428220

Replace-ment
Errors
33
8
868
101
268
902
847
407
3434

Error
Ratio

Discard
Hits

(%)

(%)

0.59
1.48
0.56
0.49
0.48
2.25
0.74
1.03
0.80

Discard
Hit Ratio

6
0
0
0
5
11
6
1
35

0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.08
0.06
0.12
0.01

Table 6.5; Utility of Discard Cache. The rows Replaccmentfi. Replaccjncnt Errors.
Error Ratio. Discard Hit and Discard Hit Ratio refer to the number of replacements, the
number of blocks forwarded to the discard cachc aii a result of replacement errors, the
percentage ratio of replacement errors to the total number of replacements, the number
of hits on the discard cache and the percentage ratio of the number of discard cache hits
to the number of remote cache hits respectively on each client. The colunm total refers to
the combined discard cache use by all clients.
.A .S seen in Table 6.5. the number of replacement errors was less than l9c of the
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total number of replacements, further indicating that best-guess replacement does a
good job of choosing the target clients for replacement. Moreover, the hit rate on the
di.scard cache was very low at 0.01% implying that there was no performance l^enefit
l)y adding a discard cache to the experimental setup. However, as the sinuilation
results have shown, the discard cache can become useful if the working set size of
client applications starts to approach the aggregate size of the client memories.

6.5

Summary

This section describes a prototype implementation of the hint-bjised cooperative
caching system on a cluster of workstations running Limix and NTS. The prototype
allows the evaluation of the algorithm on a real user workload and the validation of
the simulation results.
As the hint-biised algorithm did not rely on features specific to any particular
operating system, implementing the algorithm on the cluster posed no problems,
except for some minor implementation issues:
• The chief issue in block lookup was to design an indexing mechanism to allow
Linux clients to uniquely identify blocks in the distributed file .system.
• Linux uses Global Clock for replacing blocks from the local cache while the
simulations assumed LRL". resulting in performance deviations.
The implementation was bcised on a cluster of 8 Pentium Pro workstations con
nected i)y 100 Mbps switched Ethernet and served by a Xotwork Appliance F520
machine. The important results obtained from the prototype measurements were as
follows:
• The average block access time with cooperative caching was almost half that
of .\FS.
• The average and maximum overhead rate in the hint-based cooperative caching
.system was negligible (< 1%) compared to the available bandwidth of even a
10 Mbps Ethernet network.
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CHAPTER 7
RELATED WORK
This diapter presents work rehited to cooperative caching in distributed file
systems. The first section discusses efforts to harness remote memory in virtual
memory systems, databases and multiprocessors. The final section focuses on the
use of hints in the design of computer systems with examples from the field of
operating systems, computer architecture, networks and programming languages.

7.1
7.1.1

Remote Memory Use
Virtual Memory

Research on remote memory use grew out of the desire to use memory as a backing
store for virtual memory systems. Traditional virtual memory systems use disks
as a backing store. .A.s disk performance lags that of memory by at least an order
of magnitude. Comer and Griffioen suggested the use of dedicated remote mem
ory servers in distributed systems[Comer90]. Each remote memory server provides
clients with additional memory to store client data. However, unlike cooperative
caching, the data stored in a remote memory server cannot be shared across ap
plications in different clients. In addition, the mechanism does not use any idle
memory in the clients themselves. Therefore, in contrast to cooperative caching,
active clients cannot take advantage of the memory in idle clients.
Felten and Zahorjan removed the limitation of dedicated remote memory servers
and allowed idle clients to make their memory available for use by the remaining
clieiits[Felten91]. Whenever a client becomes idle, the client informs a manager that
the client is ready to provide remote memory service to other clients. Clients contact
the manager to locate a remote memory server and proceed to use the server as a
backing store for virtual memory. While the system allows effective use of idle client
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memory, this system does not allow data stored in the memory of an idle client to
he shared across applications in different clients. Cooperative caching improves on
this by allowing applications in different clients to benefit from sharing of data.
Schilit and Duchamp introduced remote memory paging to mobile computing
[SchilitOl]. -Mobile computers have limited storage space, making remote memory
paging an attractive alternative. .\s mobile clients operate in a weakly-connected
environment, the authors designed a remote paging system that adapts to changes
in connectivity and allows clients to locate efficiently remote memory servers after
a disconnection.
7.1,2

Databases

Franklin et al. examined traditional client-server database architectures and found
that their performance was limited by the inability to use efiectively the idle memory
in client workstations. Franklin introduced a global approach to memory manage
ment by extending the architecture of the Exodus system using three important
concepts[Carey86. Franklin92]. First, in a manner similar to block lookup in co
operative caching, a database client obtains pages directly from another database
client instead of contacting the server. Second, a database client sends a locally
replaced page to the server if the database client is informed by the server that the
page is a singlet. This mechanism uses the server memory to hold pages that are
replaced from the caches of database clients. Finally, to prevent duplicate caching of
a page by both database clients and the server, a page in the server cache is marked
for deletion if the page is also cached by database clients.
.Many of the principles of this e.xtended client-server database architecture influ
enced the designers of X-cliance. Franklin s architecture emphasizes the utility of
duplicate avoidance in a replacement algorithm and focuses on the effective u.se of
the server memory. However, the replacement algorithm in this system is not global
as the algorithm does not attempt to estimate the value of a page with respect to
the pages in the caches of all database clients. In addition, the algorithm does not
attempt to reduce the number of messages to the database server, a primary aim in
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cooperative caching.
7.1.3

Multiprocessors

Cooperative caching is also related to caching strategies found in multiproces.sors.
The caching strategy in a multiprocessor depends on its type, and cooperative
caching relates to each caching strategy in a different way.
Multiprocessors are principally of two types: shared-rneTnojij or di.'itributed memorij.\ shared memory multiprocessor provides hardware support to address the en
tirety of system memory from a single processor. This simi)lifies parallel program
ming as every processor accesses memory using the same load/store mechanism
seen in uniprocessors. Shared memory architectures are of three types: uniform
memory access(UMA). non-uniform memory access(.XL'MA) and cache-only mem
ory access(COMA).
UM.A machines consist of a collection of processors, each with a local cache, and
a main memory connected by a shared memory bus[SGI9G]. The memory hierarchy
in a L'M.A machine is very similar to the storage hierarchy in a distributed file
system. However, as the shared memory bus is a bottleneck for a L'M.A. machine, it is
important to reduce the amount of me.ssage traffic in such a machine. Consequently,
cooperative caching strategies are not suitable for UMA machines as managing the
cooperative cache adds message overhead.

While there is hardware support for

locating a block in the caches of other processors, cooperative caching replacement
policies are usually not implemented in hardware because the benefit obtained from
global replacement does not warrant the cost of a hardware implementation of the
replacement policy.
XUMA machines avoid the bottleneck of UM.A machines by removing the re
striction of a single memory bus. XU.MA machines consist of nuiltiple memories and
proct^ssors connected by multiple busses and an interconnection network[Lenoski90.
AgarwalOl. Cray93]. The chief difference between a distributed file system and a
-XUMA machine is that one processor is more likely to be separated from another
by nuiltiple network hops in a XUMA machine than in a distributed file system. As
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a result, there is a much larger variatiou in access times to the memories of different
processors in a XUMA machine than there is in a distributed file system.

Non

uniform access times complicate cooperative caching replacement policies because
of the need to factor in the access time in determining the value of a block. As a
result, cooperative caching replacement is not suitable for .\'UMA machines because
of the cost of implementing a complicated replacement policy in hardware.
COMA machines are similar to XUMA machines l)ut operate on cache lines
rather than memory pages or file blocks[KSR92]. This fine-grained memory access
requires the memory management policy to be implemented in hardware, making a
global replacement policy unsuitable.
In contrast to shared memory architectures, distributed memory architectures
do not provide support for direct acce.ss to the memory in remote proce.ssors. Dis
tributed memory architectures consists of several nodes connected by an inter
connect. where each node has its own processor, cache and local memory[Intel91.
Felten96]. A processor accesses the memory in another processor using an explicit
send/receive message, as in a cooperative-caching distributed file system. Caching
strategies for distributed memory systems usually provide support for looking up
pages in the memory of remote processors. However, there has been no focus on
global replacement policies for distributed memory architectures because typical
api)lications are more compiite-intensive than memory-intensive.
One important difference between nuiltiprocessors and distributed file .systems
is that me.ssage costs are greater in distributed file systems than in nuiltiprocessors
and have a greater impact on performance. Thus there must be a concerted effort
to reduce the number and size of messages reciuired. This is a focus of distributed
shared memory research where researchers try to emulate the behavior of a dis
tributed memory multiprocessor on a cluster of workstations[Carter91]. However,
distributed shared memory researchers have not focused on a global replacement
primarily because typical applications focus more on parallelism than memory use.
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7.2

Hints in Computer System Design

Laiiipsoii noted that hints are an effective way to speed up tlie performance of
computer systems[Lampson83].

Lampsoii describes a hint to he tiie saved result

of some computation whose purpose is to make a system run faster. Echoing the
principles stated in Chapter 4. Lampson states that hints need to be correct almost
all the time for an iniprovenient in performance and points out that checking hints
against facts must be adecjuate and optimizable.
7.2.1

Operating Systems

The use of hints in operating system design is mostly found in the area of file
organization, caching and prefetcliing. The Alto and Pilot operating systems use
hints to lookup file blocks on a disk[Lampson79. RedcllSO]. In the Alto operating
system, each file block on a disk contains a hint as to the location of the ne.xt file
block on the disk. In the Pilot operating .system, a special data structure implements
a direct map between a file and the addre.ss of its first block on the disk. a.ssuming
that consecutive file blocks occupy contiguous disk space. These hints are used to
speed up file accesses to the disk. However in this particular case, the cost of an
incorrect hint is enormous because both operating systems reconstruct their liints
by scanning the entire disk.
Caching and prefetching techniciues use hints to improve file system and database
perforniaiice. For example, LRU treats the time of last use of a cached object as a
liint to determine the value of the object. If the object has not been used a long
time. LRU diminishes the value of a block.
Hints are aggressively used in prefetching blocks in a file system or a database. .A.s
the future accesses to a file system or a database can never be known with absolute
certainty, system designers vise historical information about previous accesses as
hints to predict future accesses. For example, in the seciuential read-ahead techniciue,
an operating system aggressively prefetches blocks whenever it detects a pattern of
sequential access[McKusick84]. .A. past pattern of secjuential access is taken as a hint
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for future sequential accesses and the hint is cliscarcled whenever accesses becomes
non-sequential. In this case, a correct hint hides the latency of a file system access.
However, an incorrect hint hurts the cache hit ratio and incurs the full latency
to access a block. .A.s a result, read-ahead techniciues tend to be conservative in
determining a secjuential access pattern.
7.2.2

Distributed Shared Memory

The use of hints to perform block lookup is similar to the techniciues u.sed to perform
page lookup in distributed shared memory systems that support parallel computa
tion.

Li and Hudak describe several strategies for managing distributed shared

pages in a cluster of workstations[LiS9|. The location of a page changes due to
program execution as reading and writing processes on different workstations try to
access the page. The authors try out several strategics for managing page location
information which include centralized management, fixed distributed management,
and dynamic distributed management. In the centralized management scheme, one
workstation keeps track of the location of all the shared memory pages. In the
fixed distributed management scheme, page management is distributed over mul
tiple workstations but the assignment of pages to a workstation manager is fixed.
The dynamic distributed management removes the restriction of fixed assigiunent
and allows any workstation to manage the location of a page. Workstations u.se
hints to keej) track of the probable location of a page and use the.se hints to access
shared pages. When a workstation needs a page, the workstation sends a request
to the probable location of the page. If the workstation receiving the request does
not have the page, the request is forwarded to the workstation which is believed to
be the probable location of the page. If the page location hints are accurate, the
message overhead of a dynamic distributed management scheme will be less than
the other .schemes as they require an extra message to a manager to locate a page.
Indeed, experimental results show that the location hints are quite accurate and the
actual number of forwarded requests is very small.
However, there are important differences between this work and the hint-based
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cooperativo caching algoritlirn presented in the dissertation. L'nlike the hint-based
algorithm, all workstations keep track of probable location information for all pagers,
so that a request eventually reaches the correct location of a page. In the hint-ba.sed
algorithm, the number of file blocks in the server is too large for a client to keep
track of. Con.sequently. a client keeps track of only the location of those blocks
which arc being accessed by the client. The hint-based algorithm also differs in that
blocks can be forwarded to the cooperative cache, necessitating a global replacement
policy. In contrast, the distributed shared memory work relies solely on the local
replacement policy in each individual workstation.
7.2.3

Victim Cache

There are some similarities between the discard cache and the victim cache proposed
by .Jouppi[Jouppi90]. .A. victim cache is a small (2—1 lines) fully-associative mi.ss cache
which is used to store the victhn.s from a larger direct-mapped level-one proce.ssor
cache, where a victim is the entry that is removed from the level-one cache to make
room for other entries. .A.s a result, two cache lines that conflict in the proces.sor
cache can both be cached in the victim cache. While fully-associative caches are
expensive in terms of logic to build, the size of this very small supplemental cache
makes it feasible to implement on-chip between the direct-mapped level-one and
level-two caches. The benefit of a victim cache therefore depends on the relative
cost of fetching a cache line from the victim cache as oppo.sed to a level-two cache.
Consequently, the performance of a victim cache is more beneficial if the level-two
cache is off-chip. However, with technology trends pointing to more on-chip level-two
caches, the utility of a victim cache may decline in the future.
Both the victim cache and the discard cache augment the use of hints in computer
systems. In essence, the victim cache catches replacement mistakes made by the
direct-map cache allocation in the level-one processor cache. Similarly, the discard
cache catches replacement mistakes due to incorrect age hints about the blocks in
the client caches.

Ill
7.2.4

Networking

Hints are also prevalent in wide-area computer networks because of the difficulty
in capturing the entire state of a system.

Network hints are also uniciue in that

a correctness check for a hint is practically impossible. In Internet routing, each
node broadcasts its local routing table and the cjuality of its links to its neighbors
[SchwartzSO. .McQuillanSO]. These broadcast messages can he viewed as hints as
the nie.ssages are best-effort and do not guarantee a consistent view of local routing
traffic. Hints are also found in Internet protocols like TCP which u.se transnii.ssion
delays and sequence numbers to infer flow-control and congestion properties about
a TCP connection[Postel81].
7.2.5

Programming Languages

Dynamically binding programming languages sometimes use hints to infer the spe
cific method to be invoked based on the type of the arguments pa.ssed to a poly
morphic method. For example. Smalltalk uses a cache of methods indexed by the
type of the first argument to a method[Deutsch82]. This cache is treated as a hint
and is used by Smalltalk to directly invoke a method based on the type of its first
argument. Experiments have shown that this type of hint is highly accurate.

7.3 Summary
Cooperative caching for file systems developed from research involving remote mem
ory usage. The idea of remote memory .servers in distributed systems was first in
troduced by Comer and Griffioen. Felten and Zahorjan proposed the use of idle
machines as remote memory servers. Franklin et al.

introduced the concept of

remote client servers to extend the traditional client-server database architecture.
Cooperative caching is also related to multiprocessor caching in that processor nodes
can access blocks in the local memory or cache in another processor node.
The use of hints is system design is widely prevalent. Operating system designers
use hints to speed up performance in critical areas such as file systems, caching and
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prefetching. Hints can be found even in computer architecture: a small associative
cache known as the victim cache catches replacement mistakes from the level-one
processor cache. Hints can also be seen in computer networks and dynamic-binding
programming languages.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
Rosearchors have devised a new technique to improve the performance of dis
tributed file systems by introducing the cooperative cache, a new hiyer in tlie stor
age hierarchy between the client caches and the server. The technicjue of cooperative
cachiTUj not only allows a client to access the caches of other clients on a local cache

miss, but also enables clients to store valuable blocks in the caches of other clients
for later reference.
The goal of cooperative caching is to ensure both high performance and low
overhead. Existing fact-based algorithms achieve the first goal of high performance
by using managers but incur high overhead in the process. To achieve both the
goals of high perforinance and low overhead, we introduce the use of hints. Hints
are attractive because they are less expensive to maintain than the exact state of
the .system. However, inaccurate hints increase overhead and degrade performance,
implying the need to make hints as accurate as po.ssilile.
This dissertation describes a cooperative caching .system that uses hints to locate
and replace blocks from the client caches;
• Block location hints allow a client to access blocks in the caches of other clients
without involving a manager. To make hints accurate, the cooperative caching
system relies on a block"s master copy, one which is obtained from the server.
Every client caches block location hints which refer to the probable location
of the master copy of a block in the client caches.
• For replacement, clients maintain an oldest block list containing the probable
ages of the oldest block on every client. A client uses its oldest block list to
replace the oldest block in the client caches and exchanges age information
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on every replacement to keep the oldest block list accurate. The replacement
algorithm does not involve any interaction with a manager.
• To use better the server memory in cooper;itive caching, replacement mistakes
are sent to a discard cache in the server memory.
Two experimental methodologies are used to evaluate the use of hints in manciging the cooperative cache. First, trace-driven sinuilations compare the hint-based
algorithm with e.xisting and ideal algorithms. The simulations revealed that hints
are highly successful in locating and replacing blocks from the client caches:
• The block access time of the hint-ba.sed algorithm matches those of the e.xisting
algorithm over all four periods of the Sprite traces.
• Block location hints are highly accurate: when a location hint indicates that
a block is present in the cooperative cache, tlie hint is correct 99.94% of the
time.
• The nuinager load in the hint-based algorithm is lower by as much as 30 times
when compared to that in the existing algorithms.
• The evaluation of the discard cache as a use for the server memory reveals
that the hit ratio to the server memory as a discard cache is the highest at
2.40% compared to that of 1.84'/( and 0.4G9c when the server memory is used
as part of the cooperative cache and as a traditional server cache respectively.
• The block access time of the hint-based algorithm diverges by about 5% from
that of the ideal algorithms when the client cache sizes are reduced by a factor
of four, but the hint-based algorithm's manager load is 30-o0 times lower than
that of the e.xisting algorithms.
.A. subseciuent prototype implementation over a cluster of Linux workstations not
only showed that hint-based cooperative caching was able to provide high perfor
mance and low overhead over a real user workload, but also validated the results
from the simulations:

• The average block access time with cooperative caching was almost half that
of NFS. providing considerable performance gains to applications.
• The average and maximum overhead rate in the hint-based cooperative caching
was found negligible (< 7.5%) compared to the available network bandwidth
of a 10 Mbps Ethernet network.
• The accuracy of block location hints in the prototype mirrored tho.se from the
.simulation at 98%.
• The accuracy of best-guess replacement was also found to be very high, as
only 0.2-l.l9t of the forwards were found to be directed towards active clients.

8.1

Future Research

W hile the hint-based algorithm was effective with the workloads used in this dis.sertation. the cooperative caching system must be tested further in different en
vironments. Of particular interest are memory-intensive benchmarks such as large
databases which test liow efficiently a cooperative caching system uses the idle mem
ory in the distributed file system. While the hint-based algorithm was evaluated in
this mode by varying simulation parameters, the implementation must al.so be eval
uated using real workloads whose working sets are comparable to the aggregate size
of the client memories in the distributed file system.
There are also other directions for improving the hint-based algorithm. The hintbased algorithm assumes LRU for replacing blocks from the client caches. However.
LRL is less than ideal as a replacement policy for a significant number of bench
marks. .\s a result, future re.search should concentrate on how best-guess replace
ment could be configured to take into account other parameters in replacing a block
from the client caches.
.-\nother important research area is to construct a cost-benefit model for coop
erative caching. A distributed file system might reach a state where the benefit
of cooperative caching is outweighed by the overhead in managing the cooperative

IIG
cache. One example of such a state is when the working set of applications greatly
exceeds the aggregate size of the client memories, as seen in Chapter 3.2.7. While a
clistribiitod cost-benefit model is hard to fornnilate or implement, the active clients
accessing idle memory could each use a local model to independently decide when
to stop using the cooperative cache.
Evon though there is scope for further research on cooperative caching, the dis
sertation effectively shows how hints arc used to achieve high performance and low
overhead in cooperative caching.
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